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finance c’ttee sets IL741m.

or in areas
Sr BHLOKO KAOZ

Post Be»a«»l« *e}>orter

•he Kirinet FladflM Committee

nerday for 100.

v housing units *t Glv*on. 120 at

ria end another 100 at Karnci

imron. In Samaria- This mean*
i 390 out of a planned 790 units are

be constructed. In aettlementa

•om the Green Lise.

/fbe committee gave the green
jvl nt to the government to allocate a

*1 of HJUm, for Increasing the

^'’^VJpulation ol the Battlements,

—Oudlng a road across part of

n v Tiaria, and constructing power,

. ter. sewage and telephone lines in

?-'v\ Je a-Samaria.
'

-h t
^'v- Jkud member* on the committee

jported alt the government's re-

Ip-', v ssts, while Alignment represen-

/ ,
- ivea came out In favour only of

h,; - fading settlements In the Jordan
. r?os \ except for Mapam'a N&ftall

der. who opposed the whole
.

c'.Sk aposal to allocate money for
?*! r u irelopment in the territories-
°n

<*rs. rhe committee approved funds for
a<to

*. i't' UttSag a «-km. section of a trans-
ia

- anaj./ maria road destined to be 35 km.
¥•««•

i<- ig. The section that was approved
"i**!- H run from Mania to Tapuah.

v
oong Alignment members Amos
4ar supported the allocation for

•m prJOr .
• road, Naftall Feder opposed It,

'a the others abstained,
of Ylgal Cohen-Orgad (Herat >

•oaf ^ y existing flats in the settlements

^ ?rĵ wild be enlarged from «5 square
». oi ru^V itrcB to 64, because the settlers'

lor <kT tng conditions were difficult.

-:v J? ,Vaftali Feder told the committee
• '

ii' it it was impossible to talk about

peace and create new settlements In

the administered territories at the

same time. Former finance minister
Yehoshua Rabinowitz (Alignment)
said the government had lost billions

of pounds invested In the Raflah

development at the snap of a finger,

and was now pouring further billions

away. Would we be leaving Raflah.

he asked, had it not been for Prime
Minister Mcnahem Begln's
foolishness?

When the vote catnc on the alloca-

tion for building in the Samaria
settlements, the Likud had to scram-
ble to find a majority. MK Pessah

Crupper dragooned three MKs. not

regular members of the Finance
Committee, within less than a
minute, to assure the allocations

their majority.
Bui the whole committee except

Feder voted for the allocations to

Gush Etzlon, the Jordan Rift and the

ICatlf region in Gaza.
A new definition of Zionism emerg-

ed from the debate, uncomfortably

in line with present realities. When
MK Adi Amoral (Alignment) ac-

cused the Ukud of pouring oil on the

fires of inflation. Haim Kaufman
(Likud) Interjected: “Zionism is in-

flation and inflation is Zionism!."

Aaron Sttfner add*:
In the Knesset plenum the debate

waa political rather than financial,

originating with a motion for the

agenda proposed by Melr Pa’ll

(Shell!) and Imri Ron iMapam).
complaining of the government's
“arrangement with Gush Emunim
tor new settlements on the West

Bank."

Pa'll charged that government

backing for what he called Gush
Emunim 's "wild settlement adven-

tures" could pul an end to the

current peace negotiations with

Egypt and lead to a new war.
Referring to the Finance Com-

mittee decision to allocate funds for

development in Judcu and Samaria.

Fa'il said: “All this money will be

going down the drain. In the end, we

shall have to leave that territory,

and then, penniless, wc shall have to

run to the American government for

a handout.”

Mapam's Imri Ron accused Gush
Emunim of "endangering the moral
and Ideological basis of the Zionist

movement" and the Likud govern-

ment of "signing a peace treaty with

Gush Emunim rattier than with

Egypt."
Ron urged the Begin government

to surrender sections of Judea-
Samaria and Gaza "even if it hurts"

and to reject Gush Ernunim's
"religious-mystical attachement to

the West Bank."

Replying to the debate. Sharon

denied that the government pledge

to Gush Emunim lost week of settle-

ment rights near Nablus was
"capitulation." He said the decision

had been token in October 1977 by

the ministerial committee on settle-

ment. He said that 3.000 persons

have settled in Samaria during the

post year at the urging of Gush
Emunim. and almost 300 have settl-

ed in the Jordan Rift.

The motion was defeated by 30

votes to 17.
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P0.S!i.Syria, Iraq agree to policy merger
Jerusalem Pont Staff

'

and agencies

'Syria and Iraq have agreed to un-

‘.FVw their foreign policies and set up a
ri
tat bureau for national security, it

i
. is announced In Damascus yester-

I *£«Cr
’

: 'fiJ7
||
|,-'*

*

official statement said that the

u;>i -scorda were reached during three

j p. '

* ,ij* of talks between Syrian foreign

i..'t
‘ l

m

»d defence ministers Abdul Halim

,,- Tiaddom and Mustapha Tlaa and
f'r.r V . elr Iraqi counterparts Sa'adoun

7-f jj- ammadi and Adnan Khebralldh.

1 - ’ The high-powered Iraqi delegation

v -.vyAived in the Syrian capital op Mlon-

.-.W J*' following repdtt»:jthat .the

vrvW^ge .into ' a tingle state-
;

-

. Tuesday King Hussein of Jor--

d«n made an unexpected visit to

Damascus for talks with Syrian

President Hafez Assad. The two are

believed to have discussed the plann-

ed merger, which observers say may
be implemented later this month.
The PLO's Palestine National

Council, meeting In Damascus,
yesterday heard PLO leader Yasser

Arafat call for the terror war to be

intensified against Israel. He urged
.greater Arab unity to resist
Egyptian-Israell peace moves.

Arafat reaffirmed PLO rejection

of the Camp David accords between
Egypt and ZsraeL He said increased

militancy sad unity wss needed to

defeat what he termed "U-fl. -Zionist

MidfeSe- Bast. -

Is Israel, meanwhile, a group of

Arab students from the universities

of Jerusalem. Tel Aviv. Haifa and
Beersheba who support the Arab
"rejection front" yesterday sent an

open letter to the PNC calling on It to

refrain from strengthening ties with

Jordan. -

The students, who belong to an

organization called "The
Progressive National Movement."
are connected to the Jbni al-Balad

(“Sons of the Village") movement.
This has in the past gained control of

Arab students organizations in

Jerusalem and Haifa, but lost to

Rakah supporters in the last student

elections in Jerusalem. The views of

the "Progressive National
Movement" are in general terms the

same as those of Algeria, Libya, and

Iraq, and of Arafat's opponents In

the PLO.
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r investigation of delays in dismantling Jerusalem car-bomb

*robe finds sapper guilty of negligencelaJup r:
_-

Linos:-

Jerusalem post Beporter
K ^-The senior police officer appointed

*SAA
investigate police conduct in

teaday’s aborted
.

car-bomb
Torist attack in Jerusalem has

rad the first sapper called to the

>ne guilty of "negligence and an
. *-ror of Judgement."

;,'
c -v; cifhere waa a two-hour delay

.
—.-tween the time police were first in-

Vw^rmed about the suspicious
^^-nr-sreedes parked in the

.

centre of
1

' -am and the time a .sapper first
r

;
u
‘.4.oke into the car's boot and found

”
s bomb.

• -...-Nitzav-Mlshne Ze'ev Ram. the of-

" «r charged with investigating the

lay, said the first sapper, called to

j—b***^} scene by news-stand owner
den Stattner, had checked with

.,-adquarters as to whether the car
T?w-' is stolen, and had been told It was

V i Tilt registered as such. He then look-

ed over the bodywork in a general

way and deemed the Mercedes in-

nocuous.
The Investigator's report said that

the car found parked in a lane

between Jerusalem's Ben-Yehuda
and Sh&mai streets was not on the

central computerized list of stolen

vehicles. Its theft had been reported

only late on Monday, too late for Its

inclusion in the list.

Police have now decided to tighten

and speed up procedures of register-

ing stolen, vehicles on their cen-

tralized lists to eliminate this

loophole.
Mrs. Stattner was assured by the

sapper that the car was not

dangerous. But she was still

suspicious and called the police

again. Policemen who checked the

car alter 8 a.m. found it already

registered on the stolen-cars file and

it was decided to break into It.

Police have decided to give Mrs.
Stattner a reward in recognition of

her perceptlvenesa and tenacity.

Commendations will also be award-
ed to the policemen from the second
patrol, and to the sappers who dis-

mantled the bomb.
Police chief Haim Tavori said

yesterday that "conclusions will be
drawn" about the sapper charged in

the report with negligence. But he
declined to say what form these

“conclusions" would take.

Police are questioning the East
Jerusalem Arab owner of the
Mercedes. They refused to disclose

whether the man, who had recently

bought the car from a Tel Aviv resi-

dent (which accounts for its Tel Aviv
licence plate), was under arrest.

Several other suspects are currently

being interrogated.
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ailbreak c’ttee says warders must face trial

Jerusalem Post Staff

-

rwo warders'and .a prisons, officer

Ramie jail should be suspended ,

d go on trial beforea disciplinary

the committee Investigating

TUJ? breakout at the Jail 11 days ago
" s recommended.

rhe committee submitted an in-

rlm report on the escape to

-..7.^ terior and Polloe Minister Yosef
'.7 B^-'irg yesterday. Burg, answering six

i^r^ gent motions to the agenda about
escape In the Knesset yesterday,

F “ id the committee had found no
Idence of collusion between the ca-

pe ea and prison staff. The report

1, however, find fault with the

my lax or inadequate security

insures whlchhad prevailed Is the

i for a long time before the escape.

3ne of the prison's guard towers,
ar the prisoners' escape .route,

-iiis not manned and there was no

ard ai the jail's southern gate,

r Uch the prisoners broke open, the

mmittee found.

Moreover, a patrol, supposed to

1ard the area between the main

^ iW Ison building, and Its outer walls

3.5.^ .d not been operative for a long

ne, the committee found.

-Ramie jail director Gundar David
:

sri, who had said on Monday he

lieved the committee bad found no
ult with jail personnel in connec-

tion with the escape, said yesterday

:

“If I am to be fired I think the com-
. minder of the prisons authority and
the minister of the Interior should be

fired as well."
Peri, who has been In-the Prisons

Authority for only three months, waa
reacting to strong criticism of his in-

experience voiced In the Knesset

yesterday. Asaaf Yaguri (indepen-

dent) had doubted Peri's ability to

function under great pressure. Gi-

deon Hausner (Independent
Liberals) had called for the creation

of a national committee of inquiry to

Investigate the Jail and the escape.

"The remarks (by Hausner)
angered me... It's true I'm new in

my position but it could have
happened to any other prison direc-

tor," Peri said.

The Interim report has not official-

ly been made public yet, but ex-

cerpts from the report reached

Knesset reporters yesterday. Much

of the description of the escape ap-

parently comes from the two

prisoners who have been recaptured

up to now — the brothers Jamal and

Naim Sultan.

Neither of the two brothers was a

full party to the escape plans, and

they say the leader of the six other

prisoners, Uri Mizrahi, forced them

to leave the group of escapees half
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Britain may declare

state of emergency

LONDON (Reuter) . — British Prime

Minister James Callaghan last night

called in trade union chiefs, and

appeared close to declaring a state

of emergency to handle a mounting

industrial crisis.

With supply lines strangled by

strike pickets, the British cabinet

will today "seriously consider a

state of emergency to assure the con-

tinued flow of essential goods, a

highly-placed source said.

The sudden flurry 0! action follow-

ed a grim forecast that the lorry

drivers' strike could force the

closure of Britain's food processing

industry by next week.
(Rarller story — PtiF *•>
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Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan lunches with L'.S. Ambassadorial-

Large Alfred Atherton yesterday afternoon at the Plaza Hotel in

Jerusalem.
’ ,Daa Ijlr*a -

Carter claims ‘99%
of issues resolved’

By WOLF BLITZES
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — President Jimmy
Carter say* that "99 per cent of all

the issues" In the Israeli-Egyptian
peace treaty negotiations "have
been resolved."

In a television interview broadcast
last night by NBC. the president add-

ed however, that the remaining
Issues “now have gotten to be a kind

of symbol of who is going to prevail

In the public mind as the toughest
negotiator, and who is going to

assuage those local political in-

terests more effectively."

Carter, asked about another possi-

ble summit conference with Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat and
Premier Menahem Begin, said that

he would "dread the prospect of that.

going through another session like

Camp David."
But he said he would "certainly

have to consider a head of state

meeting" if an earlier ministerial
level conference proved un-
successful in resolving ail the out-

standing issues.

“I would hope that the foreign-

minister level would be adequate."
he said.

Carter said that he would prefer to

see Begin and Sadat meet separately

to try to work out their differences.

"Nothing would please me better

than to hear an announcement by
President Sadat and Prime Minister
Begin that they themselves have
decided to sit down Jointly and
resolve all the differences without

1 Continued on pu;« 2. rot. I*

Article 4 breakthrough

seen in Atherton talks
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

The talks with U.S. special envoy

Alfred Atherton are on the verge of a

breakthrough on one of the points of

dispute with Egypt: article 4 of the

draft peace treaty. The talks got off

to what participants described as a

"good start" at Prime Minister

Menahem Begln's office yesterday.

They are likely to last until the

weekend, when Atherton and State

Department legal aide Herbert

Hansel will fly to Egypt.
Atherton lunched privately with

Foreign Minister Moahe Dayan and

had tea with Dayan and Prime
Minister Begin at the premier's

home. These meetings were devoted

largely to a survey of the situation in

Iran .oanectod •!* velopman'.s.

though Atherton did report to the

premier on what he hopes to achieve

during his mission and on the two

brief working sessions he had held

with the Israeli team, under Begln's

top aide, Eli Ben-Elissar, earlier in

the day.
Begin himself called in Ben-

Elissar and the three legal

specialists who comprise his team
after the first working session, and
gave them instructions which
facilitated the likely, breakthrough

on article 4 during the second ses-

sion.

The breakthrough — predicted by

The Jerusalem Post earlier this

week — will probably take the form

of an "interpretative note" attached

to the article which will make it

clear:
• That Israel accepts the principle

of a mandatory review of the securi-

ty arrangements in Sinai after a

reasonable period of time;
• That if and when Egypt requests

such a review, Israel will be obliged

to agree to conduct it (though, of

course, the outcome of such a review

must be agreed upon by the two par-

ties — as the article Itself specifies).

Today Atherton will turn his atten-

tion to Article 6, paragraphs 11 and V.

His avowed aim is to resolve these

Issues too. and thereby “clear the

deck" of legal-textual problems so

that a subsequent, ministerial level

conclave can work on the vexed

Issue of the “target date linkage

letter" and the exchange of am-
bassadors.

Israel's strategy, it is reliably un-

derstood. will be to remain adamant-
ly opposed to the "interpretative

note" that Egypt demanded, and the

U.S. endorsed, on Article 6 (ill. The
article Itself reads: "The parties un-

dertake to fulfil in good faith their

-V-igAtlans under this treaty... In-

dependently of any instrument ex-

ternal to this treaty." The Egyptian-

American note seeks to maintain

that “any instrument external to this

treaty" does not refer to the Camp
David "framework for peace"
which related to the Palestinian

autonomy. Israel's insistent Inter-

pretation is that “any Instrument ex-

ternal to this treaty" does precisely

refer to the Camp David
"framework." Otherwise, Israeli

legal experts argue, the peace treaty

becomes "linked" In an explicitly

operative way to fulfilment of the

autonomy programme — which does

not depend on Israel or Egypt alone,

but chiefly on the Palestinians.

There Is, on the other hand, an

Israeli readiness to listen to new
American interpretations of Article

6 tv) (the “priority of obligations"

clause), and the Israeli team is ex-

pecting to hear such new Inter-

pretations from Atherton and Hansel

today.
The American side, it is un-

( Continued on page 2, coL 6)

U.S. quiet on settlements

an hour after the group broke out of

the prison gate.

The following are excerpts from

the report:

“It was cold and raining outside,

so most of the prisoners were In the

corridors or cells of the second floor

of the general wing (of the Jail).

There were very few prisoners on

the bottom floor and In the cour-

tyard.
“At about 7 p.m. three of the es-

capees — Solomon Abu, Meir
Mechureah and Gavriel Buzagio —
walked Into the dining room'."

The three prisoners hid behind a
blanket draped in an unsuspicious

manner over two benches In the cor-

ner of the room.
“A quarter of an hour later, Naim

Sultan walked Into the drilling room,

got a tray of food and sat down to eat.

Minutes later another escapee,

Moahe Danlno, walked Into the room

and sat down near Naim Sultan. At

this point a warder came into the

dining room and had a few words

with Moahe Danlno, who told him

that Sultan was too shy to eat In his

presence. The warder left the room

and returned to the corridor."

At this time Naim Sultan's

brother, Jamal, waa working in the

dining room behind the serving

hatch through which the prisoners

made their escape. Abu, MechureBh

and Buzaglo. who had been hiding

behind the blankets, then asked

-

Sultan to let them through the ser-

ving hatch, but Sultan waa reluctant

to do so because he he had received

different orders from Uri Mizrahi.

Sultan was eventually persuaded to

let them through.

“The serving hatch opening to the

kitchen was opened and closed by

the cook, who has the keys to Its lock.

It transpired that he was responsible

for the hatch often remaining un-

locked.”
Danlno then asked Sultan to let

him through the hatch but Sultan

refused, saying that a warder had

already seen and talked to him.

By 7.30 p.m. Uri Mizrahi walked

Into the dining room, looked for the

three prisoners who were supposed

to be behind the blanket, and waa

angered to find that they had been let

(ConUaued oil pug* *. « l -

By WOLF BLITZEK
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Apparently anx-

ious not to upset the current round of

delicate treaty negotiations, the U.S.

yesterday maintained Its deliberate-

ly restrained posture on reports that

Israel was moving ahead with the

three new para-milltary settlements

on the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

The State Department denied that

the U.S. has officially protested

Israel’s latest settlement decision.

Spokesman Hodding Carter III

also denied that President Jimmy
Carter has sent a letter of protest on

the issue to Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, as was reported in

the Israeli press yesterday.

The spokesman spoke of the White

House's "apprehension" over
reports of the three new outposts. But

he noted that the U.S. was still

waiting to receive a "full report"

from the U.S. embassy in Tel Aviv
regarding the exact nature of the

Israeli decision.

When a reporter painted out that

Cabinet secretary Arye Naor had
publicly confirmed the reports of the

three new outposts. Spokesman
Carter replied half jokingly: "When
a spokesman says something, that

doesn't necessarily mean it is so."
DaiHd Landau adds:
In Jerusalem last night there was

no word of a "strong letter of

protest" reportedly Bent by Presi-

dent Carter to Prime Minister Begin
in the wake of the cabinet’s recently
published decision to set up three
new Nahal outposts, two on the West
Bank and one in Gaza.

Officials pointed out that Nahal
outposts did not inevitably become
permanent settlements, and also that

the three-month settlement freeze

after Camp David had ended.

Nurses complain about

lack of responsibility
“In Israel the doctor Is king and

the nurses stand around trembling

like little chickens." an American
professor of nursing said derisively

after spending her sabbatical in a
local hospital.

No such criticism would come
from the 40-odd volunteer British

nurses presently in Israel. But the

volunteers — heralded as a solution

to the nursing shortage yet also at-

tacked as (abreAkbigu the local

market — can help to compare
Israeli standards with standards In

their own country.

A telling difference between the

two countries Is the limited medical

responsibility entrusted to Israeli

nurses. The U.K. nurses tend to back

up the criticism not only of the

visiting American professor, but of

such figures as the Health Ministry

director of nursing services.

The first thing one learns about the

volunteers Is that they are unlikely

to solve the shortage, or have any

effect on wage negotiations. There

are about 40 of them, roughly divided

between the Mt. Soopus and Ein

Karem Hadassah hospitals In

NEWSBEAT/
HAIM SHAPIRO

This is the last of a series of

three articles.

Jerusalem and Ichilov Hospital in

Tel Aviv.

In an Interview with four of the

nurses at the Jerusalem flat provid-

ed for them by Hadassah, the

women, ranging in age from 22 to 40.

said that Israel’s nursing shortage

was far more critical than that in the

U.K. With wards understaffed, they

shared the frustration of local nurses

who are unable to do their Job

properly for lack of time.

They suffer the additional frustra-

tion of not knowing the language.

Most of the volunteers said they

would never again work in a country

in which they did not know the

language.
They have for the most part been

put to work In wards such as inten-

(Omllnupd nn page 4. col. 3)

Despite shah’s exit

Violence erupts

again in Iran
TEHERAN. — Troops and police

opened fire yesterday on revellers

celebrating the departure of Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavl in two key
towns, in a sudden backlash only

hours after troops and
demonstrators had hugged and kiss-

ed each other. First reports sold that

17 persona were killed and at least 90

wounded by gunfire.

In Paris, meanwhile, the shah's

arch-enemy Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, yesterday called on all

Iranians civil or military to Join his

struggle to overthrow the present

government, which waa appointed

by the shah.

Iranian press reports said yester-

day that hundreds of soldiers

shouting "Javid shah” llong live the

shah) had run wildy through the

southern oil city of Ahvaz, mowing
dour, dozens of people and spraying

buildings with bullets.

"Witnesses said dozens of people
were killed and wounded," the
Teheran newspaper "Kayahan"
reported.

In the west Iranian town of Arak.
troops and Savak secret police
agents opened fire on demonstrators
who spilled into the streets for a se-

cond day of celebrations.
Witnesses said yesterday's

shooting in Arak followed anti-shah

demonstrations on Tuesday In which
mobs pulled down a statue of the

shah and were met by secret police

men. who opened fire on the
demonstrators.
The Iranian capital itself was quiet

'

after night-long revelry. But the U.S.

embassy advised American citizens

ir. Teheran to "stay at home or

severely limit their travel in the

e::y" during massive
demonstrations expected tomorrow.
Other embassies were considering

issuing similar statements,
diplomats said.

Khomeini has called fora peaceful

march tomorrow, the 40th day after

the anniversary of the death of the

Imam Hussein, an early Shi’a

Moslem leader.

Widespread strikes and disrup-

tions continued in Iran yesterday

despite the departure of the shah,

with workers apparently angered at

the monarch's failure formally to

give up his throne.

Much of the country's railroad

network remained paralyzed by
strikes yesterday. International

telex and some other telecom-
munications services were still dis-

rupted. with communications
workers saying they had no Instruc-

tions yet from Khomeini to resume
normal operations.
Central bank officials s&ld the

bank's work was stymied by
strikers, and that 10,000 government
payments, including paychecks and
remittances to government contrac-

tors, were being held up.

On a rare positive note, Iran is to

resume oil exports for the first time

in three weeks within the next few
days, National Iranian Oil Company
sources said yesterday.

Oil exports from Iran, normally

the world's second biggest exporter

after Saudi Arabia, have been halted

since December 27 because of anti-

shah strikes at oilfields.

There were some signs that the

antl-.shah opposition was breaking

apart following the monarch’s exit.

In Lhe capital, sources reported fist

fights between Moslem and Marxist

opponents of the shah. New tensions

also appeared to be developing

between the Paris-based Khomeini

and Sanjaby.
National front members were

reported to be angry over a state-

ment by Khomeini Indicating that

Sanjaby would not be a member of

the "Islamic revolutionary council"

that Khomeini wants to rule Iran in

place of Rakhtlar.
On the diplomatic front. Iran's

Foreign Minister Ahmad Mir
Fendereski sacked eight Iranian am-
bassadors to foreign countries
yesterday for alleged lack of

political experience.

In New York, the staff of the Ira-

nian mission to the UN closed Its of-

fices for the day on Tuesday to
celebrate the shah's exit, a perma-
nent delegate In the mission s&ld.

reading from a prepared statement.

In Bonn, West Germany,
demonstrators stormed into the Ira-

nian embassy yesterday demanding
that it be renamed “embassy of the

Iranian Islamic Republic" and that

all pictures of the shah be removed.

In Beverly Hills, California,

charges have been brought against

two Iranian students from Houston,

Texas, who allegedly punched
sheriff's deputies during a brawl at

the estate of the shah's sister. (UPI.

Reuter. AP)
(Stub and Sadat — page 4)

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
speaking In Paris after the
shah's departure from Iran.

(AP radiophoto

)

What went wrong?
WASHINGTON. — U.S. Assistant

Secretary of State Harold Saunders

last night briefed the Bouse Inter-

national Relations Committee here

on the events leading to the current

turmoil In Iran, stressing America's

past interests In that country and
outlining Its present posture on the

situation there. (A full text of his

statement appears on page 5.)

1,000 die in Iran quake
TEHERAN. — About 1,000 people

were killed in a powerful earthquake

which razed three villages in

northeast Iran on Tuesday, accor-

ding to press reports yesterday.

Teheran newspapers said 1,000

more people were injured in the

quake, which hit southern districts of

Khorasan province.
There was no official confirmation

of the reports. The state radio said

only that 199 bodies had been
recovered so far from the rubble of

ruined houses in the three
devastated villages — Boznabad.
Moh&madabad. and Ibrahimabad.
The government Is rushing aid to

the quake victims aboard three C-130

transport planes, the radio said.

It was the second major earth-

quake to hit Khorasan In four

months. The town of Tabas was
destroyed and 15,000 people were
killed last September.

Tuesday's quake measured 7.5 on
the Richter scale.

Teheran Radio reported the quake
struck at 1:51 p.m. on Tuesday,
shortly after Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlavl and Empress Farah Diba
left by plane on their indefinite

absence.

Religious leaders in Mashhad, who
for months had spearheaded an anti-

shah movement, put aside their

political activities and began sen-

ding truckloads of blankets, tents

and food to the affected region, 480

km. to the south. (Reuter, AP, UPI)

The Moslem mausoleum.—

that even Jerusalemites don't know about. Franz Ollendorff

enlightens them in words and pictures.

Making capital out of the kids; Ruth Ariella Broyde looks into the

business of the Children's Song Festival.

The road to Ramol: Abraham Rabinovich digs down to the foun-

dations of this violent story.

Spiegel and Spleglert Paul Kbhn writes about the two veteran football

stars who are still very much alive and kicking.

The brink of black hegemony: David Frank reports on the situation in

Rhodesia.

Matters from the media: Matthew Nesvisky sees some censored

movies; Melr Ronnen frowns on the "Second Look' on art sales;

Philip Glllon writes about other TV offerings.

And the Weekend Dry Bones.

This and more in the weekend edition of

THE JERUSALEM
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The Weather
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Offices in Israel

Tef Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655
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THE WEATHER
Forecast: Partly cloudy to clear.

Yesterday’s Yesterday’s Today’s

Humidity Min-Max Max

Jerusalem 66

Golan 64
Nabariya 62
Salad 74
Haifa Port 32
Tiberias SO
Nazareth 63
Afuia 33
Shomron 92
Tel Aviv 63

B-G Airport 68
Jericho 48
Gaza 72
Becrshcba 38
Eilat 40
Tirnn Straits 51

Min-Max

5—

14

6

—

12
6—18

7—

10

12—18
9—30

8—

16

9—19

8—

13

9—

18
7—18
7—23
5—18
5—17
10—23
13—21

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Lars Lindmark, President of the
Swedish Wine and Spirits Gorp., and
former Auditor-General of Sweden,
yesterday paid a courtesy call on
State" Comptroller .Yitzhak Neben-
zahfc~-.

Ozer Carmi, the director of the

department for improved labour
relations at the Productivity
Institute, will speak today on
“Towards the new contracts" at the
Tel Aviv-Jaffa Rotary Club at 1:15

p.m.. at ZOA House.

ARRIVALS

Melvin Dubinsky. Chairman of the.

Budget and Finance Committee of the

Jewish Agency; Irving Kessler. Executive
Vice-Chairman of the United Israel Appeal
(New York) ; Maurice Boukatein, Counsel

to the Jewish Agency; to participate in

meetings of the Jewish Agency.

Funds for study of

'Iraqi Zionists pledged
ACRE. — President Yitzhak Navon
and the Jewish Agency have promis-

ed the Organization of Iraqi Jews
that "money will be no problem” to

conducting a research study into the

condition of some 400 former Iraqi

prisoners of Zion now in Israel.

The 400 former Iraqi prisoners of

ZHon were jailed for periods up to 10

years In the pre -state days and
thereafter, for their loyalty to the

Zionist ideal. Thirteen Iraqi Jews
were also hanged In Iraq during the

early years of the State of Israel.

Solomon Friedrich
eulogized by Begin
Solomon Friedrich, the "Shadow

Ambassador" who led French
Zionist movements for many years,

was burled yesterday on the Mount
"cfspllves. At the funeral Prime
Minister Menahem Begin eulogized

him fo?'-Jiis contributions to the

relationship between France and
Israel.

-MARRIAGE COUNSELLOR. — A
marriage counsellor is now available

to the public through the Tel Aviv
municipality's information office.

Information from the religious coun-

cil on kosher wedding halls, ap-

proved ritual baths, bar mitzva
schools and Sabbath candle lighting

times will be distributed through the

office as well.

THE AMERICAN
CULTURAL CENTRE

Rabinowitz hits Likud

spending, devaluations
By AARON BITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Foreign currency controls should

never have been suspended, the
Israel pound should not have been
"massively" devalued, and the pre-
sent government should have
adopted a policy of self-control In its
spending.

These three failures were among a
longer list read out in the Knesset
yesterday by former finance
minister Yehosbua Rabinowitz, now
an Alignment MK.
In a motion for the agenda on "The

Need to Arrest Inflation,**
Rabinowitz said last month's 3.4 per
cent climb of the Consumer Price
Index — which followed a 12 per cent

rise In October and November —
"proves beyond doubt that we are
caught In a spiral of demand infla-

tion. The massive devaluation of the

pound has been a factor In firing this

inflation," he said.

Rabinowitz's motion was defeated

by a three-vote margin — 41 to 38.

Because no meaningful steps were
taken Immediately following the Oc-
tober 1977 economic reform
programme, Rabinowitz said, "per-
sonal consumption since then has
risen by 14 per cent, imports are up
by 10 per cent against a modest four
per cent growth in exports, the coun-
try's balance of payments deficit
will deepen this year and — worst of
ail — the Inflation rate for 1978 will
probably be shown as 48 per cent
when all the figures are in."
Replying, Deputy Finance

Minister Yehezkel Flomin said
Rabinowitz was correct in his es-
timate of 1978's Inflation — "and in
fact it stands at 48.1 per cent. But,"
he hastened to point out, "two
elements played a major role In

pushing the price level upward.
These were housing, which rose In

price by 57.4 per cent during the past
12 months, and fruits and
vegetables, whose prices soared by
69.7 per cent."

Former construction minister Gideon Patt (left) shares a toast with
his successor. Absorption Minister David Levy, at a transfer
ceremony yesterday, Patt is taking over the Industry and Trade
portfolio, while Levy will combine his new duties for a time with
presiding over the dissolution of the Absorption Ministry

(Israel Slmlonsky, Israel Sun)

Pound down by 3% after Way drop Viet refugees due Wednesday
Post Economic Reporter

The Israel pound continued to fall

yesterday, for the third consecutive
day. The total drop averaged about 3
per cent compared to most curren-
cies.

The first week of January saw a
large supply of foreign currency,
which the Bank of Israel had to ab-
sorb. But during the last three days,
there was a large demand, and the

Bank had to sell foreign currency.
Thus the Bank of Israel made a 3 per

cent profit within three days on the

amount it sold. It would not reveal

how much this was.

The Bank said that the demand for

foreign currency came from all com-

mercial hanks and all financial sec-
tors, including importers and in-

dividuals. Part of the demand was
probably caused by the relatively
moderate rise in the consumer price
index this month, and by the public's
attempts to protect the value of Its

money.
In the last three days, the pound

has fallen by 2 per cent relative to

the U.S. dollar, standing at IL19.07
for $1. Its value Is down 3 per cent
compared to the pound sterling and
the French franc, 3 J2 per cent com-
pared to the German mark and 3.8

per cent compared to the Dutch
guilder. It Is down by 2.8 per cent
compared to its exchange rate three
days ago vis-a-vls the Swiss franc.

Young: U.S. should deal with PLO

1

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

UNITED NATIONS. — American
UN ambassador Andrew Young was
reported on Tuesday to have
suggested that the United States
enter into relationswith the PLO and
indicated that thought was being
given to that.

"I think we should have some way
of relating to the Palestinian
people," the U.S. delegate was
quoted in an Interview with “Inter
Dependent," a publication of the UN
Association of the U.S.A.
The U.S. State Department yester-

day said that Young was expressing
his own "personal observations”
when he said that the PLO should be
viewed realistically because it has
"captured the imagination of the
Palestinian people" and become a
‘'tremendous Influence” In Arab
countries.

“We have not changed our policy
with regard to the PLO," insisted

State Department Spokesman Hod-
ding Carter III in response to
questioning on Young's latest
remarks.

In the interview, Young said about
the PLO: “We may not like it; we
don't recognize It." But he went on to

claim that American dislike of the
PLO will not make the
organization's stature among Arab
nations any "less true."
He said that the U.S. has acted as

an honest broker between Israel and
the Arab states but added that
American diplomacy was hampered
by the lack of an “effective
relationship with the Palestinian
people.”
The U.S., he continued, probably

does not have relations with the PLO
mainly because of Israel.

Sharon: Nablus settlement necessary
. Jerusalem Post Reporter

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon
last night repeated that a Jewish
settlement is necessary east of

Nablus in orderto protect a proposed
approach road to the Jordan Valley
from the .coastal plain.

But the chairman of the
Ministerial Committee on Settle-

ment refused to confirm that the

government has specifically promis-
ed Gush Emunim the right to settle

there within two months.
Speaking on an Israel Television

news programme, Sharon said the

Nablus settlement issue had been
answered in a cabinet communique
which promised a Gush Emunim
settlement nucleus that its desires to

settle near Nablus would be taken
into consideration.
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan

has called plans for a Jewish settle-

ment near Nablus "nonsense.”
Sharon also said he could foresee

circumstances in which Arab
residents of Nablus would be allowed
to expand their suburbs and settle

refugees In the city, "wherever it is

not necessary to us."

Settlers want TV man sacked
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Residents of Hebron's Jewish sub-
urb, Klryat Arba, are demandingthe
removal of Israel Television
reporter Rafi H&l&bl who covers
Judea and Samaria. They charge
Halabi, an Israeli Druse with mak-
ing an anti-Jewish remark and say
he supports the establishment of a
Palestinian Arab state.

A group of Knesset members who
brought the matter before the .

Knesset yesterday described the de-

mand as "racialist" and as "a mix-
ture of chauvinism and clericalism.”
The MK'a asked the House to discuss
what they said were continuing
threats against Halabi by Kiryat
Arba Rabbi Moshe Levtnger and
supporters of Rabbi Meir Kahane;
they said Halabi bad recently receiv-

ed a letter warning him that he
would soon "be taught a lesson."
The Klryat Arba Committee made

their demand concerning Halabi
several days ago in a letter to Broad-
casting Authority Chairman
Professor Reuven Yaron. who pass-
ed copies on to Defence Minister
Ezer Welzman and to members of

the Broadcasting Authority’s
plenum.
The letter was signed by rabbis

Levinger, W1adman. Livid and Gar-
bl, members of the Klryat Arba com-
mittee.
The letter alleged that In a report

on the recent disturbances at the

Cave of Machpelah the reporter had
made a pro-Arab and anti-Jewish
remark. There was no need to inter-

view a local Arab, the letter said,

since “the reporter himself
represents the uncompromising,
nationalist Arab side and Its

arguments."
The writers say further that

Halabi supports the creation of a
Palestinian Arab state in "historic
Eretz-YLsrael" and that his opinions

differ from those of 90 per cent of the
Jewish population of Israel.

The letter is being examined by
the Journalists Committee at the
Broadcasting Authority.
The MKs who raised the subject

are Yossi Sarid (Labour), Haike

Grossman (Mapam), Adi Amoral
(Labour). Micha Harlsh (Labour),
Mordechal Wirshubsld and Zeldan
Atahe (both Shai).
The MKs say that "Halabi is an of-

ficer in the IDF and In contrast to
many members of Kiryat Arba has
done his full military service." They
continue that the writers of the letter

reject Halabi because of bis origin,

"as if a Druse is not capable of being
a television reporter. It is not dif-

ficult to imagine what would happen
If anti-Semites were to demand the
sacking of a journalist anywhere In

the world because of his Jewish
origin."

No ‘Ha’aretz’ today as strike continues
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The morning
newspaper "Ha'aretz" will not
appear today for the second straight

day. due to a strike by printers who
are demanding higher wages.
Amos Schocken, general manager

of "Ha'aretz," said that the printers'

wage demands are not in keeping
with the wage settlement signed
between the management and the
printers two months ago.
The "Ha'aretz" printers' strike is

not approved by the Histadrut.
which has called on them to return to

work.

The Israel Institute of Petroleum and Energy
School of Petroleum Sciences
Advanced Seminar on Oil Economics

Lectures by visiting Americans

Prof. Dankwart A. Rustow

Prof. Robert J. Ldeber

VIEWPOINTS ON ENERGY
Moderator: Dr, Yaacov Arnon

The lectures will be given today, Thursday, January 18, at 3 p.m., in the lecture

hall of the Israel Institute of Petroleum and Energy, 26 Rehov Ha’universita, Ramat
Aviv, Tel Aviv.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The 100 stranded Vietnam
refugees Israel has agreed to take
will arrive at Ben-Gurion Airport
next Wednesday from the Philip-
pines. They will be greeted at a
festive reception by Absorption
Minister David Levy, members of
the inter-ministerial committee that

prepared their arrival and the
mayor of Afuia, where they will live.

Israeli representatives chose only

family groups, rather than in-

dividuals, in order to ease their ab-

sorption. The Vietnamese adults are
all either members of the
professions or skilled or semi-skilled

workers.

MD held for helping men evade service
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Health Ministry's
Haifa district psychiatrist. Dr.
Yitzhak Frumkln, was remanded for
15 days yesterday in Haifa
Magistrates Court on suspicion of
lowering profiles of soldiers in
return for money. An alleged in-

termediary between soldiers and the
doctor was also held for 15 days.
Dr. Frumkln, 48, who is also the

director of the mental health unit at
Rambam Hospital In Haifa, and
Abraham Elikashvllli, are accused
of accepting bribes to lower
applicants military profiles to 24,

thus releasing them from all
military service.

The police representative in court
claimed that Frumkln received from
IL6.000 to IL9.000, In addition to ex-
pensive gifts, to issue false health
documents. According to the police
representative, the two had been
operating since 1977.

Frumkin worked once a week for

the IDF as part of his reserve duty
obligation.
Frumkln, who has 20 years of

professional experience, has also
been a member of the review com-
mittee which verifies an applicant's
claim to lower his profile.

Military police and the police are
expected to make more arrests In

the case.

Haddad, UNIFIL clash
SIDON, Lebanon. — French troops
with the United Nations Interim
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) opened
fire with automatic weapons at dawn
yesterday after being shelled by
Christian militias in southern
Lebanon, residents said.

The incident happened in the
hilltop village of Yater, 6 km. north

of the Israel border, where 130

French troops are manning the

southernmost UNIFIL garrison.
French officials said the

Christians fired three shells after

French troops had turned back a
Christian patrol.

At a press conference yesterday in

Metulla, the South Lebanese Chris-

tian militia commander, Sa'ad Had-
dad, warned that his men would
shoot at Lebanese government
troops if they tried to enter the

border area. Haddad's men
prevented such an attempt by a

Lebanese Army brigade last July.

Yesterday's incident came only

two days before the UN Security

Council debates the renewal of the

UNIFIL mandate. The 680-man
French unit Is due to pull out next

month and UN officials have claim-

ed a build-up by the Christians.

Nigerian troops yesterday began
to take over positions from Iranian
forces in Southern Lebanon who are
due to withdraw by the end of
January, residents said.

In Brussels, a Belgian foreign
ministry spokesman said yesterday
that Belgium cannot now provide
troops for UNIFIL. He said the
Belgian government is a mere
caretaker government and doesn't
feel empowered to take such a deci-
sion. The spokesman noted that a
contingent will probably be supplied
by the Netherlands. (Reuter, AF)

Doctors to boycott hospital ceremony
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A dispute over the
name to be given to the maternity
hospital at the Kirya (government
area) here has led to the Israel
Medical Association officially
boycotting today's naming
ceremony.
The doctors are protesting the

decision to name the hospital after
the late Yosef Serlln, a former
minister of health, instead of after
the late founder and long-time direc-

tor of the hospital. Prof. Yosef
Asherman.
IMA spokesman Slmha Ketzman

yesterday said that individual doc-
tors might attend, but not on behalf
of the medical association.
Tel Aviv Mayor Shlomo Lahat said

the decision on the name had been
taken by the Health Ministry, which
jointly runs the institution with the
Tel Aviv municipality.

Until now the hospital bad been
known as "the maternity hospital In
the Kirya."

CARTER CLAIMS
_ (Continued from page Z)

my participation," he said.

"But we odd our services only
when It is obvious that the two par-

ties can't agree without us," he con-

tinued.

"The United States does not have a
position. We do not have a word or a
sentence or a paragraph or a docu-
ment that we would like to foist upon
the Israelis or the Egyptians. Any
agreement, any language that is

mutually suitable to the Egyptians
and Israelis is perfectly suitable to

us. We have never tried to delay any
meetings. We are eager for the par-

ties to meet and to resolve all

differences."
Despite the remaining differences

In the negotiations and the dif-

ficulties encountered since Camp
David, "we have made progress,"
Carter said. He blamed the
widespread publicity surrounding
the negotiations as one of the factors
resulting in the differences.
"We tried to induce the negotiators

following Camp David to agree not to

have press conferences and to con-
duct their negotiations that way." he

said. “It broke down In two minutes.
It never did prevail.

"I am not criticizing anyone, but
that Is one of the factors.”
But he said that the “most impor-

tant factor" In the current stalemate
In the negotiations was the fact that
both Sadat and Begin, “when they
got home" from Camp David, found
"some of their closest allies and
staunchest political friends" to have
moved away from their support. "In
each case," he said, "they thought
they went too far.

"And I think they had to accom-
modate to local political situations—
Prime Minister Begin confined to

Israel almost entirely. President
Sadat confined partially to Egypt but
throughout the Arab world."

Productive thieves
GAZA. — A group of thieves broke
Into a house early yesterday mor-
ning in an orchard near Wadi Gaza
and took IL3.000 cash, 2,000 Jorda-
nian dinars. 500 Egyptian pounds
and gold medals, totalling IL300.000
in value.

THURSDAY, JANUA&yj

May speed aliya of Iranian;;

children, NRP official says
Jerusalem Post Reporter

There is a good chance of arrang-

ing the aliya of increased numbers of

Iranian-Jewish children to Israel, a

National Religious Party func-

tionary who visited Iran recently

said yesterday.
Yitzhak Meir. a NRP deputy chair-

man of the Broadcasting Authority

joined a Youth Aliya mission which

spent five days in Iran and returned

to Israel yesterday. He will meet to-

day with Jewish Agency chairman
Arye Dulzin and aliya department
chairman Raphael Kotlowitz to dis-

cuss increased measures — many of

them secret — to bring more Iranian

Jews to Israel.

Meir told The Jerusalem Post that

Israel and the Jewish Agency would
have to devote more resources to

help Iranian Jews leave their homes
and reach Israel. The Iranian Jews
— and not necessarily the wealthier

ones who might chose to emigrate to

the U.S. — find It hard to dispose of

their property. Many Iranian

want to have their children

safely to Israel: and MelMni
that this would apparently

;
be

to arrange than the lmznigra,

entire families.

‘Save Iranian Jenny f
MKs appeal to Be^_

Jerusalem Post Reporter ^
Two members of .Knessern^

day urged Prime MinisterMewaS
Begin to call a special sessLantfS
cabinet "to save Iranian Jewxytfc

In a letter to Begin, MBs Cfjtj

Cohen (chairman of theKneasen?
migration Committee) and JtgS
Katsav wrote : “In view ofiitfra
nent and growing danger to thelS
of Iran's Jews, we appeal to

convene the cabinet to discoai

that could be taken to aave^tL
Jewish community of Irazu!;

JAIL BREAK COMMITTEE
(ConUnued from page Z)

into the kitchen against his plan. He
decided to leave them In the kitchen
and went to call the last escapee,
Yitzhak Kish.
Mizrahi returned with Kish 10

minutes later, carrying a plastic bag
with civilian clothes, and with two
bayonets and a pistol concealed un-
der his jacket.
Mizrahi, Kish, Naim Sultan and

Danino then climbed through the
serving hatch, broke into the cutlery
closet and stole two knives and a pair
of pliers. “They put one table on top
of another and then Danino climbed
up and broke the iron bar securing
the skylight. (Sultan had let Mizrahi
Into the kitchen the previous evening
to saw most of the bar through.)
Url Mizrahi climbed through the

skylight first and the group made Its
way to the deserted guard tower,
from which they climbed down to the
prison's outer yard and to the
southern gate, which they broke
open.
While the prisoners were ap-

parently still making their way
through the stormy night to the
southern gate, one of the warders
noticed that the Sultan brothers, who
usually walked together in the cor*

rldors at that hour, were missing.
But before the two warders had

time to look into the matter, a fire,

apparently arranged by the es-
capees as a diversion, broke out in
another part of the general cellblock
and the warders were called to help
put it out. Two prisoners who turned
up to “help" the warders put out the
fire were sent to isolation cells
because they had tried to set fire to
their mattresses a week before, and
the warders doubted their good In-
tentions.
Only after 9.16 p.m., when the

warders had put out the fire, it was
decided to lock all the prisoners In
their cells. Warders then noticed
that the keyholes to the locks of five
of the cells had been stuffed with
matches, making them unusable.
Duty officer then decided to use

other locks. At about this time the
warders got around to looking lor
Jamal Sultan, searched the kitchen
and found the skylight broken open.
At about the same time — some two
hours after the prisoners had es-
caped — it was noticed that the
southern gate had been broken open.
The multi-million pound search for
the escaped prisoners then got under
way.

Lack of second witness

prevents rape conviction
Two men were convicted yester-

day of five counts of assault and ex-

treme cruelty perpetrated on a
woman who accused them of

terrorizing and sexually molesting

her over a two-month period in 1977.

But more serious rape charges were
dismissed for lack of corroborative

evidence.
Although the Jerusalem District

Court judges Yehuda Cohen, Elazar
Halevy and Ezra Hadaya announced
that they fully believed the woman's
story, they acquitted Ell Bechar, 23,

and Albert Almaclas, 22, of
Jerusalem, of the rape- charges,

because the law requlrs a witness

other than the victim.
The woman testified that when she

declined Bechar 's request, after a
period of friendship with him, to

have sex with his roommate
Almaclas, the two began to beat her.

She said they threatened that If she
did not obey their orders, harm
would come to her and her family.

She added that she was told she
was being initiated into a secret

organization along Baader-Melzihoff
lines, and that she could never leave

It.

Among the tortures she say*

underwent were being hand
and bound, burned by ei<

cables, cigarettes and a sole

iron, and being made drunk aut
being photographed while engs

In various sex acts against bet:;

The men threatened her into

lag thefn her salary during
months of terror, as well as

money, the woman testified.

The defendants claimed that!

woman fabricated the whole
1

!

after Bechar refused to many
The prosecution attempted t

troduce various instruments of;

tore, and scaurs on the wozri

stomach, as corroborative ev
but the judges rejected the

She had spent a great deal of

the apartment before the
'

began, and was thus quite t

with Its contents, they ruled.

The two men were also con

of possession of explosives, ~
munition, flares, smoke bomb
other weapons found whentbete

“

was searched. At the defence 1

quest, the court ordered them
the Probation Service for :

before sentencing. (Mm) Cs
• •
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2 soldiers die in road accident
Two soldiers were killed on Tues-

day morning when their command
car collided with a Dan bus carrying
soldiers on the Yavne-Ashkelon

1 Highway. There were 17 injured In
the bus.
The Injured were treated In the

hospital In Ashkelon. One of the
soldiers Is still undergoing treat-
ment.
One person was killed yesterday in

Nightspot closed by
TEL AVIV

.
lltim),.. —

.

Ap, a.d.7

miriistratlve closure order for the La
Cobra Club In Kikar Namgtr (Atarim). *

became final yesterday when a
magistrate's court Issued a final
closure against the nightclub.

Earlier this month police re-
quested the administrative closure,
charging that the club was operating
without a licence and was subject to

a road accident in the North,

people were seriously InjuredIn
separate accidents In the region.^

In the Dan region thera weri&ffi

accidents, In which five perniS

were Injured seriously and tw^p^
ly injured.

;

;

There was a total of 16 ac&deiiir

throughout the country wllh&tji
last two days.

.

' .JOB

court order
^

threats- £rom the underwo&S
"pKtectiem money. *-c ' "" *3®**

The . six owners at the c
fined the

-
maximum’ IL6,006’

that the law allows, and ea%,
given a two-month buspen
sentence for operating a

'

without a licence.
The club's lawyer said he-;

make an application to the;

Court for a licence for- the nU

'

i

ARTICLE 4 BREAKTHROUGH
(ConUnaed from page 1)

derstood, will seek to offer
definitions of “aggzresslon" and
"defensive war" and In this way to
circumscribe to Israel's satisfaction
the instances in which Egypt could
justifiably Invoke Its inter-Arab
defence pacts and join In a war
against Israel.

The new U.S. formulations will

make It clear that Israel's continued
occupation of the Golan and the West
Bank, so long as there Is any
prospect of a negotiating process be-
ing undertaken, would not be con-
strued as “aggression" justifying

Egyptian armed interyezi
Similarly an Israeli reprlsi

punitive raid against the PLO-
Lebanon would not, according ti>|

American determinations h#
ground for Egyptian action

Israel.

Highly placed sources here
yesterday that the atmosphere a|

talks with Atherton was iiu

parably better than during'
Vance shuttle round a month
when these issues were first

1

and when Israeli and
negotiators locked horns In a
and unproductive argument

We mourn the passing of a great lady.

MINNIE KAPPEL LEAVIN
In Miami, U.S.A. on January 16,-1979.

Daughter and Son-in-law
Dozis and Hyam Morrison, London, England
Grandchildren: Kappy and Eric Flanders, Je
Great-grandchildren: Susan,' Judith, Steven,'
Flanders, Jerusalem r .

Our mother

SARAH F0NER LIPSITZ
(widow of the late MJD. Llpsitz) /‘i-juj;

passed away on Wednesday, January 17. 1979. The funeral
take place today, Thursday, Janizary 18, 1979, at the.-l

Yitzhak Cemetery at 3.30 p.m.
. :

7
'

In deep sorrow, we announce the sudden passing1 of our' belo
mother and grandmother

MAYA 0PPENHEIMER P
The funeral will take place today. January 18, at 2 p.m. in Kibbut*
a bus will leave from the house In Rehovot at 12.40 pjn.

1

In the name of the;

Vered N. Yael :
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Boat, Bir’im return
o,A8yA**WW
\&w‘. 1P*rtKnert^Hepori«r .

araWtotottr Ariti.&mo
1n»4v«i«jliy : yesterday

Sfc^ljorC sad Btr'iw decided four

^ Ol Keiths Ago tboppow the return of

vmtfirf^^wo Galilee

^at h TlU** - from' wWrt. the IDF
* of Artmied ft*™» y«t* «go.
e%XTbe mtoJWerbWrted^ tmli-
wSj»-oot^t the Foreign AflWn nod

!
CtKfcnw ttwmittw* wttcb w« dto-

EkSTaehtff t motto* t-Merred to it from
ptotaim' dftdnt dad.

«*& vJUi*ew* a#qu«* to rettra.O J$7» wWtart camjaWoe'ii "ao" to

ff
«M*WUa*e™ b«« die-

to the AOfceahtaet. There to

Mw:wbHMt^ :«*" dtoemlon

tTVemier Htaabrtn Begin cia defer
y«v -

' -’'.’>!'%; v-

SaelB ha# -reportedly told hie
>FWf«f ccUetguee tbtt of oil the

to vmtoea te mxde while leader at
aj * Likud opposition before i>7TeI«c-

ons, the one which moat am*

rv«* uTftsjw* him todftg is- the promise
jn help the Birina -Arabs. return

on*.
iQh. The vtite In the cabinet committee
: bk^ior month* Ago wsa: Bharcra (chair*

ibJ^' and 'then Industry Minister
ea ,1^*1 Huryttx sgstost allowing the

imTt 1
»ttotnts to return; Justice Mtasitw

hu 3wnuel :
Tamlr, -for; ReUgtoua Af-

n, J^eim Mtototer Aharon AbuhaUelra,
i tQT^ ' fThen-Bpoalnf Mintoter

l5i? (Wideen Pettw*» out of the country.)

t, impact toMSSo Jerusalem Pott toot

•ani^«it that he knew nothing of the

* committee'* decision,-end would br*

efl Sr
1
'-* the matter up at a meeting of the

Uae^!y?bwt
'" '

311 stjte?Hto Foreign Attain and Defence
lnatr^lmuilttep did not debate the mo*
* on tir>n, because only one of lta

oboraiiJefflbera, Melr Total. (Mspam)
t^Je^ ^voored such a debate.

f^dejj.Sfeearftand Blrlm vfliagen, for
wfort (L'ajr part,' have not preafured

X*-
: .

;•

rtt-ffli to limit adminisX$ll to limit administrative arrests

nma^5 By ASHER WALLFE3H
a P<“t Knesset Reporter

.

Ttiei^ Orders for administrative deien*

SerrK,bn would to future have to be signed

S- IIUqi ' r the defence miniatin'. Instead of

r an army officer, and would have^ be brought before judicial review

I
rthwith, under new legislation on
stentton orders which Justice

. blister Shxnuel Tamlr presented to
111 “* Kfc* Knesset Law Committee yester*

i__ ,, The Emergency- Powers (Detea-

Mnr^hns) Law would replace the British“c
? defence Regulations of 1SWS, he said,

ousiy ut pigtrlct
.
Court President would

tal QfUr
"

•

1 ”' '''
_ •• . •

have to confirm a detention order
within 48 hours, and Ms ruling could
be appealed to the High Court.
Since no Israeli citizens have been

detained under the British
regulations for several years, the
debate In the committee turned into

an argument as to whether the new
law should be applied to the ad-

ministered areas as well.

Tamir said he would favour such

a possibility. However, several
members of the committee said that

it waa unclear, under the autonomy
scheme, who would discharge
powers of detention there In place of

the military government.

:°mt7J
Inti-discrimination bill voted down

By AA90N StTTNBB evenmore recently the High Court in

lap Jerusalem Post Reporter Jerusalem recommended that such
1

A private member*' bffl outlawing * statute find its way Into our law

- PAWrawr Mil was removed

of the ^rraJovadfrom^Khej^^ - '?>C-^
!h

,

by _Ju"ye

um'lLsjt- Tuesday by a vote of.10 forto 8B • Mintoter .ahmadl TAmlr. PvatUve

m BMeainst. tows are not the way to fight dto-

:onth insPw statute, - proposed by Bhelli crlmlnatipm Tamlr said. Instead,

Tiling r^s Melr Pa'n and Arye EUav. was the government would - aa part of

ihioned after a similar law Its ongoing programme of buihgng a

ver asMfciwted in Britain In 1976. It would constitution -- intrcMuce a 'Basic

itlan lo
imposed a fine ofup to ILIO.OOO Law: Human Rights,

e forth*A* sentences of up to a year “Only positively worded basic

an craiivlctlan for discriminating laws can do the job of protecting a
fdnst any pereon— In any way — person's fundamental rights," said^ any grounds Itoted in the law. Tamlr. “Sometimes, there la

•It'a a pity such a piece of justiilable Mas— such as pro-Jewish
jgresalve legislation could not discrimination In granting Israeli

•d MmEg^ eaj^, prjvUege of being dto* citizenship under the Law of
raeli refts®$ in the legislature of the Return."
jimt th ‘wish state/' - Pa'il told The Other cases of such allowable dla-

t. atfinto-usatowi Post. "Not only was the crimination he cited were special old
-miiMtto'sd tor such a law foreseen in our age benefits under the National Zn-

lan Btfta'bclamatlon of Independence, but surance Law.

ourewt®
“ 1

•
• ' " . ..

rtTTrab lands c’ttee raps ‘harassment’
than 6tm

^nd a iistf Jerusalem Port Reporter "trying to expel Beduln fr

i
were W'EARETH. — The “Committee tor

sell asc Protection 'of Arab Lands" and
1 horn* iB‘

: chairmen of all Arab local ebun*
aigumefi-

1

will convene on Saturday to dto-

what they describe aa govern-
at harassment of the country's
Lb population,
he committee yesterday publish-
a leaflet accusing the government

dv, demolishing Arab houses and

"trying to expel Beduln from their

land In the Negev." (Several illegal-

ly built houses have been demolished
recently in Arab villages In the
North.)
The leaflet also protested "the new

settlements on the Arab land in the

Segev area in Western Galilee."

The committee decided to meet on
Saturday In Nazareth and again In a
month's time.

isky pesticide may be used on pecans
By STEVEN ROSENBERG
Jerusalem Port Reporter

lealth Ministry officials met on
»day to discuss whether to per-
t the controversial pesticide
nlk to be used on pecan trees.
Ilnute doses of Tamils can prove
ii. according to Dr. Shimon Pap-
head of the plant protection dlvl-

l of the Agriculture Ministry,
he pesticide to used extensively
cotton and flowers, but Its use on
He crops has so far been ton
pden In Israel. The request for
ihorlzatlon to use Temik on an edi-

crop was first made by the

Agriculture Ministry 18 months ago,

and a decision Is still pending.
An official from the Nature

Preservation Authority Indicated

that Temik has been used on pecan
trees In the Sharon Valley during the

last two years, even though no per-

mit has been issued.

The pesticide Is placed In the

ground, absorbed by the root system
and carried to all parts of the plant.

The Agriculture Ministry has
allowed the experimental use of

Temik on citrus saplings. Many of

the pests that attack cotton and
flowers also affect citrus plants.

^^Lower power straggle in Knesset

demand for decorative plants
J.

al been hit by Europe's wintry
ither. As a result, competing

Ajaeli exporters have been in*

fW * King in a private price war, Inten*
^ied by rivalry between the

weni— mostlymoshav members
^^^/whoae marketing la done
*0^ peratlvely, and independent

.wers,

hjl/ rices have been slashed so
stically that tanners in at least

( European country, feeling
mselves threatened, have asked

B
lr government to bar further im-
ts of flowers from Israel,

yesterday MKs Tehezkel Zakal

^ubu11 ighment) and Pessah Grupper
• kudj, representing the moshav
’•

[ private Interests respectively,

.^hed angrily over who should

{
iW « the authority to Impose regula-

,
i of marketing in the sector when

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

he cold winter in Europe produc*
l storm In the Knesset Economics

'

mmittee yesterday when
resentatlves ' of organized and
vate flower growers clashed
pily over regulation of export-

It la affected by emergency con-

ditions. (Grupper is said to be
furious with Zakal, who brought his

name Into allegations of financial

mismanagement in the Vintners’

Association).

MK Amos Hadar (Alignment) ac-

cused the Likud of holding up the

passage of rules which would say

who has the authority to determine a
period of emergency in the sector,

and to Institute regulation of

marketing.
A temporary compromise was

reached, under which the Flower
Growers' Council will be responsible

tor deciding when exports must be

regulated — but its decision will

need the confirmations of the

agriculture mintoter.

IAI figures

Israel pounds were unfortunately

substituted tor dollars in yesterday's

report on the Israel Aircraft In-

dustries. The company's projected

exports for 1079/80 In fact total

5870m. and the sum Invested during

initial research in the Kfir fighter

was $4m. to 55m.
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. publicly during the past few months
to have tbdr demands taken up at
once.
One ot the reasons for this is

of the immigration authorities with
regardto fondly reunion requests fil-

ed by those villager*. Several dozen
Arabs related to the Xkrlt and Blr'im
villagers are believed to have been
allowed, entry into Israel from the

. neighbouring countries during the
past year,

The ministerial decision on the
refugees satisfied the Jewish
villagers in the region, but disap-
pointed the iocs! Maronlte
Christians and Greek Catholics.

Some 39 Jewish settlements
organised as the Union for the
Development of the Galilee, and
another. IS settlements from the
Ma’ale Yosef regional council, had
expressed strong opposition to retur-

ning the Dcrit and Blr'im refugees.

Yoel D&r adds:

During their meeting with the
ministerial committee, repreacn-

' tattves of the Jewish settlements and
regional council threatened to use
force to prevent the return of the
refugees.

Blr'im residents said they had an
explicit promise from Begin that he
would work to allow them to return
to their village, and the villagers
said they would continue their public

campaign tor the fulfilment of that
promise.

Barit residents at Rama village to
Galilee said they will not accept any
reparations or compensation for the
lands and bouses they had lost.

Some of them have already receiv-
ed compensation. While the govern-
ment say* It to ready to offer 70 per
cent of the value of the abandoned
property, the villagers claim the
government otter is only 20 per cent
of the property's real worth.

tonight

‘Pregnant mistress’ is vengeful nephew
ASHKELON, — A 13-year-old
Ashkelon boy took revenge on his un-
cle by pretending to be the man's
pregnant lover in telephone conver-
sations with his aunt and the uncle's
Egged colleagues.

Police said the boy's grievance
against his uncle was that the man
had forgotten to sign a Bar Mltxva
gift cheque for 7L200 which he gave
the boy several weeks ago. Without
his uncle's signature, the boy
couldn't cash the cheque.
Calling his aunt, the boy pretended

to be "Sima."
"Your Ya'acov got too Involved

with me." the boy told his aunt to feto

still unchanged and feminine voice.
“I'm pregnant and you have to
decide what shall become of the
child when It's bom. I also urgently
want to meet with your husband."
the boy told his astonished aunt.

The next day the boy also called
kia uncle's workplace, the local Egg-
ed branch In Ashkelon.

The Egged drivers, along with the

uncle, decided to organize an am-
bush for “Sima" and arranged to

meet with her near a local cinema.

The driver* went to the movie
house at the appointed time, and
overhearing a girl referred to by her
friends as Sima, hustled her oft to
the local police station.

But the girl, of course, knew
nothing of the matter.
By this time, the dlrvers. wishing

to save their colleague's honour, ask-
ed the police for help.

A subsequent ambush at the
rendezvous spot led to the capture of

the 13-year-old. There was no word
as to what steps would be taker,

against him.

Mapam postpones party convention

Security precautions have been stepped up following threats of in-

creased terrorist activity. In this picture a policeman checks a
visitor to the prime minister’s office In Jerusalem with a metal

detector. lYlizh&k Elharari

Nurses demand better pay, conditions
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A new and higher
wage scale, a training fund, shorter
working hours and the option of

voluntary retirement after 26 years
were among the demands which the
Nurses Union presented to
employers yesterday.

Morla Gallli, secretary of the un-

ion, refused to (Uscubs numbers or

percentages. She said the nurses'
wage scale needs complete revision

to light ot the profession's physical

and mental demands and the skills

and training required for Its prac-
tice.

She added that there were other
specific demands for sectors within
the profession, but did not give
details.

The nurses are also demanding an
advance against the raises for which
they are now negotiating. They refer
to such an advance aa "a sign of good
will" on the employers' part. But the
demand's real justification Is infla-

tion. which will reduce the value of
retroactive payments made at the
end of negotiations.

By SARAH HO.MG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The postponement of
the Mapam convention. Initially
scheduled for February, was yesier-
day approved by the party
secretariat. The party's central
committee to to meet early r.ext
week to ratify the decision and set a
new date for the convention.

The 103-member Mapam
secretariat met yesterday to review
the 27-member central committee
compromise that put off the conven-
tion in order to avoid a clash between
the urban and kibbutz factions of the

party.
The urban faction had sought to

discuss withdrawal from Maparr.”

a

Alignment with the Labour party at
the now-postponed convention. The
kibbutz faction did not want that

issue discussed at all.

Party Secretary Genera! Melr
Talmi had offered the compromise
that postponed the convention, to

order to avoid a potentially dis-

astrous clash between the two fac-
tions.

Ta!m! went so far as to resign over
the controversy, but later relented

when his proposal was accepted — in

exchange for a promise that a
successor to his post will be found
soon.

The Mapam central committee
will decide on Sunday whether to

take up Labour's offer of a renewed
dialogue. They are scheduled to plan
a party membership poll, aa part of

the Talmi compromise. The kibbutz
faction is seeking Increased
representation to the party's next
convention.

The membership poll should
provide a moment of truth about the
strength of Mapam. It has been
years since the party went to a
general election on Its own, and even
its support In Mapam's own Kibbutz
Ha'artz! kibbutzim has not been
ascertained.

Despite belief that all Kibbutz
Ha'artzi members belonged to the
party, the more leftist Shell! party
did quite well in the 1977 Knesset
elections among Mapam kibbutz-

Armenians mark
Christmas today
The season's third and final Chrlst-

mas celebration, that of the
Armenians, la to be observed
tonight.

In addition to the Western Christ-

mas. on December 25, the churches
following the Julian calendar mark
the day on January 7. Today's
festivities will begin with the
ceremonial procession of the Arme-
nian patriarch from Jerusalem to

Bethlehem, where he is due to arrive
at il a.m.
The Christmas Eve service Itself

will be held at midnight In the
Basilica of the Nativity, the church
marking the traditional birthplace of
Jesus.

‘Mea She’arlm getting
collective punishment*
In an urgent motion for the agenda

submitted yesterday. Kalman
Kahana (Poalci Agudat Ylsrael) hit

out at what he called the "collective
punishment" the Jerusalem
Municipality had dealt out to
residents of the Mea She'arim
quarter.
He said the municipality has refus-

ed to send in dustmen to collect

refuse remaining from a demonstra-
tion last weekend in the religious

neighbourhood. The demonstration
had been In protest at desecration of

the Sabbath by motorists driving
along the new road to the Ramot
quarter.

NOW ISTHE TIME
TOFURNISHAT“RIM”

\\v<

b

‘'Rim” Agencies:

Ashdod:
25 Rogozin Street

Ashkelon:
"AppeJ'\ 2Haatzmaut SQ-
Eilat:

“Hoehmann", Commercial Centre

KefarSava:
‘'Kolman,\66 Weizmann St

.

KiryatAta:
"Shar” 5 ZevuIunSt.
Naharia;
“CzcchnowskP', 65/67 Herzl

St.,HadekelSq.

Netama:
1 Shaar Hacmeq St.

,
cor. Herzl

Ramla:
95 Herzl St.

Rchovot:
*‘L?qucur'\22 Ahad Haam St.

Zcfat:

'‘Anton & Co.’
v
. 131 Jerusalem St.

ONLYINJANUARY. ONLY AT“RIM”.
ASTYLISHNEWBEDROOM
SUITEINYOURHOME,
WITHINAWEEK.

“LAS VEGAS”.
This month, bmg the good life to yourbedroom suite.

J

Throughout the month ofJanuary only,“RIM* offers you“LAS VEGAS”- the handsome, modem bedroom suite

-

for immediate delivery.

The“LAS VEGAS” is produced from the finestmaterials and manufactured with the professional eye for finish that

hasearned“RIM” its reputation as Israel’s Leading Producerand Exporter ofFurniture.

A broad selection ofmodular unitsthatenablesyouto choose the bedroom suite that suitsyou bestA variety of

nighttables, headboards, cupboardsandmore- all in the finest“RIM” tradition ofsuperb quality and taste.

Only thismonth and only at“RIM” can you purchase“LAS VEGAS” and enjoy it in your own home within a few days.

That’s why we say: Nowis the time to furnish at“RIM”.

“Rim Po’“ Stores:

"Israel Czechnowski Furniture",

Farhi Sq.. Old Acre
A Tula:

"Diratr*. 15 Arlozorov St.

Bat Yam:
^Hananer\ 39 RothschUd St.

vBcershcba:

"RahitVaetz'\31 Trumpeldor St.

BeneBeraq:
"Wiesel Furniture", 18 Rabbi
AkibaSt.
Dimona:
"Neurim", Commercial Centre B
Haifa:

"Du-Etz"’, Hahistadrut Blvd.,

Haifa Bay
"Nitzahon", 65 Yaffo St.

Herzlia:
'

"Apirion’\53 Sokolov St.

Holon:
"Kadoori Furniture", 8 Sokolov St.

"Heichal Meholon",35 Shenkar St.

Jerusalem:

"Maya'\Sa1ah-e-Din St.

"Asher", 21 Mea Shearim St.

"Green", Kiry at Yovel
Commercial Centre

"Hadar Cohen", Clal Centre,

Jaffa Road
"Peer Furniture" 10 Bayit Vagan St.

Kiron:

"Tauber Furniture", 13 Commercial
Centre

Rin at Gat:
"Lachish Furniture" Commercial

j

Centre
Kirvat Shemona;
"Keren", Rassco Commercial Centre

Netanya:
"Berman Joseph". 29 Herzl St.

Ofakim:
"Teuser Ezer", Commercial Centre

Petach Tikva:

"BJausteJn", 26 Baron Hirsh St

Raanana:
"Furniture TlO’r, 1 10 Ahuza St.

Ramatayim:
"Haachim",94 Hasharon Road
RamatHasharon:
"Gologovsky”.4MJssishkin St.

Rehovot: .

“Solo”, 187 Herzl St.

RishortLezmn:

"Alfr VT03 Herzl St.

Sabinia:

WVVtiselrauf 68 Keren Hayesod St

.

Tel Aviv: •

"Michael David 11
, 19 Matalon St.

Tiberias:

"Chen",HagaliT$t.

Yeruham:
"rahima”. Commercial Centre

“Rim" Stores;

Becrsheba:

58 Hcr/ISF
"Gav Yam" Industrial Zone,

Booth 6

Madera:

52 Herbert Samuel St.

Haifa:

67.HcrzlSi.

2. Hativat Golani Road
Jerusalem:

7 Koresh Street

18 ShlomzionllamalkaSt.
Peiach Tikva:

Kirvat Aricb,"Geha" Junction

Ramat Gan:
106 Jabotinski St.

Rishon Lczion:

81 Rothschild St.

Tel Aviv:

108 Ben Yehuda St.

156 Pctach Tikva Road
32 Herzl St.

102 Herzl St.

THE GOOD LIFE.

nRim
t

A
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Shah talks with Sadat

about Mideast, Africa
ASWAN. — The shah of Iran and
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
went into seclusion- at an Aswan
hotel yesterday. Officials said they
were discussing communist inroads
In Africa and the Middle East and
the dangers besetting moderate
regimes In the region.
King Haaa&n of Morocco extended

an official invitation to the shah to
stop In Morocco on his way to the
U.S.. diplomatic officials said.
The Invitation was contained In a

message which Moroccan am-
bassador to Egypt Abdel Latif
LaraW delivered to the shah at a
meeting at the Oberol Hotel yester-
day morning.

It was not known immediately
whether the shah had accepted the
invitation.
The shah briefly emerged from his

seclusion at the hotel yesterday to go
cruising the Nile with Sadat.
A virtual news blackout was

clamped on the shah's activities, but
the authoritative Cairo newspaper
“Al-Ahr&m" said he would meet to-
day with former U.S. President
Gerald Ford.

Ford arrived In Cairo yesterday
with his wife Betty. He was greeted
at the airport by Egyptian Vice-
President Hosnl Mubarak and made
no statement before boarding a
helicopter for a tour of the pyramids.
Diplomatic sources said a

trilateral “summit" meeting of
Ford, the shah and Sadat was possi-
ble. Ford, who arrived In Cairo
yesterday to begin a two-week Mid-
dle Easttour, will fly to Aswan today
and also stay at the same hotel with
the Egyptian and Iranian leaders.
“Al-Ahram" came out with

qualified support for the shah yester-
day. The semi-official newspaper
said: "Egypt's official position Is to
back the legitimate government of

Iran."
It also quoted a high Egyptian

diplomat as saying: “President
Sadat and the shah are good friends.

A man usually needs a friend in

these circumstances.'' But the
diplomat reportedly added: “The
warm welcome given the shah in

Aswan does not mean that Egypt
supports one side against the other in

the domestic Iranian conflict.'’

Egypt’s President Anwar Sadat and his guest, the self-exiled shah of
Iran, at Aswan yesterday. cap radiophoto)

Viets storm strategic island

as Cambodia battles continue
BANGKOK. — Vietnamese-led
forces have launched a classic
amphibious assault behind a heavy
naval barrage to seize a strategic
island as the focus of the battle
shifted to the southern coast of Cam-

' bodia, Thai military sources said
yesterday.
Fighting was reported also around

the country's only deepwater port of
Kompong Som, but Western In-
telligence analysts could not say for
sure who was holding It.

Among the victims of the Viet-
namese naval assault on Kong
Island, 30 km. south of the Thai
border, which began on Tuesday,
were 12 Thai fishing boats sunk by
Vietnamese warships and helicopter
gunshlps, Thai navy sources said.
Several Thai sailors were listed as
missing.
The boats were among more than

100 craft which gathered to watch
the spectacular assault on the island
as the Vietnamese and Cambodian
rebel troops swarmed ashore from
10 landing craft while a small ar-
mada of eight frigates, missile boats
and gunboats pounded Khmer Rouge
positions on shore.
The sources said the invasion force

succeeded In capturing much of the
20-km.-long Island. The Island con-
trols access to the coastal Car-
damom Mountains, where the forces
of Cambodia’s ousted Pol Pot
regime are believed to be hying to
establish bases for a guerrilla war.
Western intelligence sources

reported heavy fighting and Viet-
namese air strikes around Kompong
Som, but could not say who 'was
holding the port city. One Thai
source said that despite Vietnamese
claims, Khmer Rouge forces had not
been completely ousted from Kom-
pong Som in the early stages of the
fighting, which began more than
three weeks ago.

All sources agreed that Viet- -

names e warplanes, some of them
operating from Fochentong airport
In the Cambodian capital. Phnom
Penh, are delivering some of the
heaviest airstrikes at Khmer Rouge
positions around Kompong Som.
Sea engagements were also

reported along the coast between
Kompong Som and the Thai frontier.

The continued fighting around
Kompong Som, 218 km. southwest of
Phnom Penh, surprised Western
analysts monitoring the 24-day inva-
sion.

They had earlier gone along with
claims by the new Hanoi-backed
Phnom Penh administration that the
port was captured on or about
January S, after an apparent last-

minute sea evacuation of Chinese ad-
visers.

Highway 4, linking Kompong Som
and Phnom Penh, was cut by a Viet-
namese tank assault early In the
fighting. But the port itself lies on a
peninsula and is heavily defended.
In Moscow, an official Soviet

newspaper said yesterday that Cam-
bodia's Prince Norodom Sihanouk
had been forced to represent the in-

terests of the Peking-backed Pol Pot
regime because the Chinese were
threatening to kill his family.
Reporting on Sihanouk's trip to

New Tork to speak at the UN,
"Literaturnaya Gazeta" said the
former Cambodian -leader had told
U.S. reporters that he was a
“hostage" of the Chinese and had
been forced to speak in the name of
the Pol Pot regime, which had.
detained him for three years. (UPI,
Reuter)

GIRL'S BEST FRIEND. —
Diamonds worth more than Jim.
were stolen from a parked car out-

'

-aide a Munich hotel yesterday.

tat'-.

AVOCADOS TO ZUCCHINI
Israeli Cooking on a Budget by Sybil Zimmerman,
The Jerusalem Post Cooking Columnist, is a new
book revealing all the secrets of the Israeli

kitchen, with a special emphasis on economical

cooking.

Hundreds of recipes presented in over 300 pages.

28 contributors including Sabras and new im-

migrants make this a “must" for both residents

and visitors.

Planning to give someone a present? This could

be it.

Available from The Jerusalem Post offices in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv or Haifa or wherever The
Jerusalem Post is sold. Sole Distributor, Atlas and
Co, Tel Aviv.

Send us your cheque and we will post It (surface

mail) to anywhere in the world. Complete and
return the coupon below.

To:
TBS JERUSALEM

P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

Please send me copy/copies of "Israeli Cook-
ing on a Budget" at IL75 each (VAT and Postage

included). My cheque for is enclosed.

NAME
ADDRESS.

Lebanese charge Shi’a hijackers
BEIRUT (UPI). — Lebanese
authorities yesterday charged five'

Shi'a Moslem Lebanese with
terrorism and hijacking after they
commandeered a Middle East
Airlines jet with 73 passengers and
nine crew members.
The five — who said they had

pirated the Beirut-Amman flight on
Tuesday to protest the dis-
appearance of religious leader
Imam Musa Sadr In Libya — releas-
ed their hostages early yesterday
after being allowed to hold a press
conference at Beirut airport to air
their grievances.
Police sources said, however, that

they were likely to be freed on bail

and sentences would undoubtedly be
light, since they released all of the
passengers unharmed and sur-

rendered peaceably.
Imam Musa Sadr disappeared un-

der mysterious circumstances last

August 7 after flying to Libya. He
has not been heard of since then, but
the hijackers said he Is Imprisoned
In Libya.
The hijackers — armed with a

pistol, a grenade and a Soviet-type
AK-47 assault rifle — had seized the
four-engine airliner shortly after it

took off from Beirut.
They forced the pilot to fly to

Cyprus, but authorities there switch-
ed ofLthe runway lights and refused
to let theilem land. They then flew back
to Beirut where they negotiated with
the authorities for six hours until

they released their hostages in

return for permission to grant a
press conference.'

Blood flown to frozen Chicago
CHICAGO (AP). — Emergency
blood supplies were airlifted to
Chicago yesterday as travel remain-
ed snarled by snow in Midwestern
portions of the U.S. Temperatures
finally warmed a bit, easing energy
demands.
The death toll from the weekend

storm and bitter cold rose to 69.

Schools remained closed and the
Checker Taxi Cab Co. offered $29 to
anyone willing to dig out one of more
than 100 abandoned cabs buried un-
der the 80 centimetres ofsnow cover-
ing Chicago.

Most hospitals cancelled elective
surgery, and some were taking

emergency surgical patients only If

blood was available.
Thousands of travellers spent

another night in hotels waiting for

flights to leave Chicago, and
suspended flights to and from
O'Hare International Airport, where
only two runways were open.

In Iowa. National Guard troops
and farmers used helicopters and
snowmobiles to take hay to starving
cattle. Some animals were reported
stuck In snow up to their necks.
Twenty-two deaths were reported

in Illinois, 19 in Wisconsin, nine In
Kansas, six in Missouri, four In
Iowa, three In Michigan, and pne
each in Ohio and Nebraska.

Lottery winner prefers
friendship to riches

NAGANO, Japan (Reuter). — A 86-

year-old Japanese bachelor decided
that keeping Mends was more im-
portant than Instant wealth — so he
destroyed a winning lottery ticket

worth 10 million yen (IL1. 016,000).

Hiromi Klyokawa said yesterday
he burned the ticket In front of office

colleagues because old friends, over-

come with envy, had shunned him In

the sleepy village where he lives and
others had started spreading
malicious gossip.
Kiyokawa had planned to buy a

house with the cash and furnish It In

a style fit for a wealthy bachelor.
Now he will continue to live in a one-
room tataml-matted apartment.

Nude politicians not
art in Swedish subway
STOCKHOLM (AP). — Nude
caricatures of Swedish politicians
may be art, but the people who run
Stockholm's subway system don't
like them.
“Pornographic and objec-

tionable.” declared the local
transport authorities on Tuesday,
ordering the dismantling of subway
posters advertising an exhibit of the
drawings at the Stockholm Museum
of Modern Art.

The museum exhibit contains nude
cartoons of Conservative Party
leader’ Gosta Bohman, former
premier Thorbjom Falldin, Social
Democratic leader Olof Palme and
other politicians.

Hitler's beer hall
to be demolished
MUNICH (AP). — The Buerger-
braeukeller, Nazi dictator Adolf
Hitler’s favourite Munich beer hall,
will be pulled down tomake room for
a new housing and office-building
project, a city spokesman said
yesterday.

The beer hall, a sporadic meeting
place of rightist minorities In past
years, gained notoriety in 1828 when
Hitler assembled his brownshlrts
there before marching on
Feldhermhalle here in an abortive
Nazi putsch.

It again hit the headlines on
November 9, 1939, when Hitler ad-
dressed a Nazi rally com-
memorating the victims of the
putsch, but left earlier than an-
ticipated thus escaping a timebomb
blast that was aimed at killing him.

U.S. urges voluntary
energy conservation
WASHINGTON (AP). — The Carter
administration is asking some 1,500
state and local officials and U.S.
business leaders to take immediate
steps to conserve energy following
the cutoff of oil from Iran. If the
voluntary programme does not work
and if Iranian production is not
restored soon, more stringent steps
may be needed to curb the nation's
appetite for Imported oil. Energy
Department officials say.

NURSES COMPLAIN
(Continued Irani page I)

sive respiratory care, where the
patient Is unconscious. They add
however that nurses here have no
time to talk to patients even when
they are conscious.
One volunteer told of attempting to

change a dressing, a job she regular-
ly does In England. Her horrified
colleagues told her that only doctors
were allowed to do such things. As a
result, she added apologetically, the
patient had to remain with a bloody,
messy dressing until the doctor
arrived.
They tended to bolster Health

Ministry director of nursing services
Nurit Ben-Dov’s claims, and those of
Histadrut nursing chief Moria Galili,
that it is the specialized “critical"
wards, such as surgery and intensive
care, which have the best of a bad
situation. The other units are even
more short-handed, they said.
But whatever their reservations,

the volunteer nurses, who paid their
own fare to Israel and received
room, board and spending money
during their stay, seemed to be
satisfied. Many said they would stay
on for a few weeks or months after
their tour of duty. After all, they see
no reason to go back to strikebound,
snowbound Britain.
They also pointed out that it Is not

uncommon, for British nurses to go
abroad. Many sign on far a year or
two of duty in nearby Holland, and
many others are attracted by the
high wages offered nurses willing to
work in the Persian Gulf.
The special attraction of Israel,

they said, was the fact that they
could come for a relatively short,
three-month period. The tour of duty
was truly a "working holiday," Just
as an advertisement in the British
"Nursing Times" had promised.
They were also attracted by

Israel's relatively free and open
society. “In the Gulf States they lock
the nurses up at night," one
volunteer shuddered, "and they
arrest them if they see them out with
a man."
But however much the volunteer

nurses enjoy their stay in Israel, it is
clear that they will provide no solu-
tion for a problem that threatens to
undermine all health care in Israel— the absence of qualified nurses.
Clearly the nurses must be paid a
great deal more and no doubt
hospital wards would attract more
nurses if the hours were shorter.
Perhaps more adequate pay will

also do much to convince the nurses
themselves and their medical
colleagues that they are more than
menial assistants.
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Food scarce in UK shops as strike continues
LONDON. — Food and other vital

supplies began disappearing in

strike-racked Britain yesterday. But
union leaden said they will not relax

a picketing blockage which has
clamped a stranglehold on the coun-
try's economy.
Tesco, Britain's biggest super-

market chain, said pickets in the

nationwide walkout by 100,000
truckers, now In its sixth day, have
cut off more than 60 per cent of its

supplies.

-Ian MacLaurin, the Company's
managing director, said sugar, salt,
tea, detergents and pet foods are
“just a few" of the items already mis-
sing from store shelves.

“Every one of our depots Is being
picketed and supplies to our central
warehouses are being stopped," be
said.

Other companies reported dwindl-
ing stocks of butter, margarine and
even bread.
The striking truckers have also

kept up their "secondary picketing"

of Industries and depots not directly

concerned with the dispute. Docks,

factories and warehouses have had

to curtail their operations.

The strike has already forced in-

dustry to lay off about 175,000

workers, and the Confederation of

British Industry expects to see at

least a million more men and women
out of work by the week's end.

But Alex Kltson, strike coor-

dinator for the two-million strong

Transport and General Workers
Union, Britain's largest, said “we
agree with secondary picketing in

this Industry. We can't win disputes

without It."

The union has promised the

government to allow food, animal
feedstuffa and other vital supplies

through the blockade. But Kltson ad-

mitted that rebel pickets are ignor-

ing union orders and continuing to

halt vital supplies.
Britons' troubles have been com-

pounded by a strike of railroad

engine drivers. The 28.000 drivers,

who are demanding 10 per cent extra

pay above the amount not -a

upon In their labour cont^S^
down all rail transport **2^1
and planned to do so
Another rash of striker

fug Britain is of U&qj
government manual wot!

bage collectors, street

water and sewage workers
medical staff in hospitals.' Wz
Prime Minister James

who comfortably survive

d

vatlve attempt at-a ’parHai&S
rebuke on Tuesday cvenlng^Sl
day announced a "peace^'^*’®
In a bid to appease workers^
keep to most of the prlncipief?'

original 5 per cent maxiinu^?!
hike policy. Callaghan’s thr&S
“peace package" lhclu<fe&?|j9

money for lower paid
moves to give workers In
Industries pay comparable t&yi
privately owned industry^j
tougher price controls torbnjj
turers.

But Callaghan's package^
little support. (UPI, AP);

Hongkong restricts Chinese immigration
HONGKONG (AP). — Hongkong has
Imposed restrictions on Immigrants
from China In an effort to curb the
spiralling population growth which
is choking this British crown colony,
but observers say enforcement may
be difficult.

A government spokesman said
visitors from China who previously
used one-to-aix month exit visas to

settle here will now be allowed to re-

main "only as long as their travel
permits are valid."
The new restrictions followed a

mass exodus of Immigrants — legal

and illegal — from China last year.
At the same time, several thousand
Vietnamese refugees remain strand-
ed in international waters off
Hongkong.
About 300 young Vietnamese

yesterday tried to rock their refugee-
packed freighter from side to side

and force Its captain to sail Into

Hongkong waters. The 2,290-ton

freighter, loaded with 3,000 refugees
was denied permission to enter
Hongkong on December 23, because
its destination was Taiwan— and not

this British crown colony. It has been
anchored about 2.5 km. offHongkong
in international waters.
In the Philippines, one of the more

than 2,300 Vletnanese refugees who
arrived in Manila Bay aboard a foul-

smelling cargo ship late last month
has died of malnutrition and was
cremated and buried here yester-

day, a UN official said.

The refugee, identified as Chan
Vinh Phat. 68, was one of several
refugees transferred to a govern-
ment hopst&l one day after the
Hongkong-based freighter Tung An
dropped anchor In the bay on
December 27. About 100 refugees
from the Tung An are expected to

arrive In Israel in the near future.

World’s largest islag]

votes on self-ruler
GODTHAAB, Greenland fAP}-V .. ....

Greenlanders went to
vesterdav in a historic refuelr ->- .

At least 4 killed as copters collide

yesterday in a historic

on whether they will accept

of the 2.2m. sq. km. of

and ice they call home. v
They are expected

home rule by May 1 for

people spread thinly al'

of the world's largest

The Danish
the enabling leglslatlo^{|
November. The referen&sg|h
final stage to formally er“®*
years of more or leas' ci

from Copenhagen.
Greenlandlc leaden

"yes" vote from the co

voters. They appealed to

emotions of a people who,'

few pure-blood Eskimos
take pride in being Inuits

of Kaladit Nunat, our land.;

Greenland’s defence. .art?
policies will remain in

NATO-allied Denmark
result of the referendum.
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OPA-LOCKA, Florida (AP). — Two
helicopters collided over a busy sub-
urban Miami airport yesterday mor-
ning, strewing the field with bodies
and debris, officials said. Police said

at least four people were killed and
there were no known survivors.

“There's all dead people out
there," said an ambulance dis-

patcher. "They're lying on the field

like rag dolls."

Four people were aboard one of

the craft, a coast guard helicopter,

according to guard spokesman Dan
Dewell. It was not immediately
known how many people were
aboard the other aircraft, which
belonged to a local flying school.

meRENEWAL. — Some 225

of the United Jewish
France, led by co-presld
Topiol. began a week-long
sion here on Tuesday,
some of the 160 neigh'

slated for social and - ec
rehabilitation under
Renewal.
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‘Holocaust’ sparks Nazi war-crimes debate
BONN (AP). -- “Holocaust" comes
to German television screens next
week at the centre of a growing
nationwide debate on whether Nazi
murderers should escape punish-,
ment through a statute of
limitations.
In a continuing struggle to come to

terms with their past. West Germans
already are exposed almost weekly
to TV programmes, often hard-
hitting documentaries, on World
War n atrocities.
But newspaper and magazine ar-

ticles are debating;, the ap-
propriateness of televising
“Holocaust," which has-been widely
criticized in the West German press
as a soap-opera treatment of Jewish
suffering.

"Information received in Ger-
many about the series tends to
justify the conclusion that mass ex-
termination is being turned into a
macabre moneymaker here," the
conservative daily "Bonner
Rundschau" said.

The newspaper, heading its com-
ment “Absolute horror — produced
In the Kojak and Co. manner." saJd
the showing of “Holocaust" has turn-
ed political, “Which leaves one with
the uncomfortable feeling that it was
bought as an obligatory exercise for
public opinion abroad...."

Interior Minister Gerhard Baum
told foreign journalists on Tuesday
that the showing of “Holocaust" Is

bound to heat up the German debate
over whether as-yet undiscovered
Nazi murderers should go free after
December 31, 1979. .

World- War II- atrocities -axe
lumped under the general statute,of
limitations on murder, which bars
prosecution if no charges have been
lodged within 30 years after the
crime was committed.
To promote "Holocaust," the

managers of the semi-autonomous,
government-owned TV network
transmitted a documentary entitled

"Anti-Semitism," on the First
Programme last Thursday. This was

BexUh:!

heatedly criticized; by;

Gallnskl, chairman of th,e

community in West

In a letter published
the conservative Bonn
newspaper "Die Welt,’-

said the so-called
“sent shudders thro _
produced the opposite e:

was originally Intended.

"This film contained
part extracts from th
Socialist (Nazi) cone
Eterpal: Jew.' a prop
piece-showing Jews 1 i»t|fc

situation...sequences
producing In the'German
unlimited hatred against
persons," said Gallnskl.

of the German's Auac
mlnation camp.
A second documentary

"Holocaust" will be sho
under the title,

' 'The Final
Hitler’s fiendish phrase '»

his plan to murder all Jews;
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MKs hear TVIed-Dead’ canal proposal
Post Knesset Reporter

A billion-dollar project for a
Mediterranean-Dead Sea salt-water
canal was laid before a special
Knesset joint committee on Tuesday
by engineer Shlomo Gur.
Gut explained that the canal would

run from the Haifa area through the
Jczreel Valley to the Belt She'an
Valley where Its waters would enter
the River Jordan to flow down to the
Dead Sea.
(Other experts have proposed

canals In different parts Of the coun-
try to achieve the same results.)

Gur said his canal would raise the
level of the Dead Sea. create hydro-
power, and enable ships to Ball from
the Mediterranean to the Dead Sea.
among other objectives.
The MKs posed Gur a long list of

detailed questions which he will rep-
ly to at the next session.
The joint committee is chaired by

Yigal Alton (Alignment). Allon said
the committee would study all the
plans aired for a canal linking the
Mediterranean and the Dead Sea. to
see If any of them merited economic
or other recommendation.
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JOIN SAA'S FABULOUS f a*.'
'

3-CONTINENTS TOUR
At the usual price for the Far East only,

SAA's 3-CONTINENTS TOUR takes you also

to South Africa, Australia and New Zealand.

With full touring, first class or de luxe

accommodation throughout and half-board

all the way, it's an exciting 31 -day tour for

IL48.000.
*

Even with this, you pay only 50% down. The
rest in 12 monthly instalments on SAA's
famous "Fly Now — Pay Later" plan.

And you fly the super-comfortable 747SP —
SAA's "Flying Hotel."

3V^r.: •;*

-a a,*-

Ns? -t\;

For full details, see your travel agent or the

SAA office at 5 Shalom Aleichem Street. Tel

Aviv. Tel: 03-58388. 03-57759. 03-51844.

1979 departure dates: March 12, 19, 26;

April 2, 9.

' Exchange rate: IL18.50 = SI.00.
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Of a statement in Washington last night by U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Harold Saunders to the House International Relations Committee.
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'Ni^HE UJ8. REMAINS firmly eo».
mtord — as1ia*CTry American ad-

frer.'rtattlran^todependent Iran,

a 1 A.iraft^a independence is critical is

protecting- the freedom of other

l ^,:^fiv£tioti*ia tl»Middle:Ea«t. Fifty per

^Ifhi cent of too petrolfiihn consumed by
8, gJ U»' free world peases through the
l*rB j^gtraiti of Hormuz on Iran'a southern

Iran: How it went so wrong

i.
8o ^^IRANt LIKE OTHER nation* chat

have developed rapidly, has ex-

! e-J^tnn, per i'e need fundamental and
by JJ'ty

accelerating change over toe past

sdtJHjjiiwo decade*.— economic develop-

d's^^mept, widespread soda] change and
iUh Ttoidemanda for greater popular bi-

ll^‘H^volvement In-shaping toe decisions

jJ which afioet Iran’s We and future,

to ,
^6*;. In the course of thla process of

l0rp ^'wpld modernisation, economic
ih7 ^ ^ progreev hsjr out-paced the develop-

'ment of political Institutions..

7T Some Irahlajis have felt that their
^^traditional roles and religious con-

f
PP^i-victlbaa have been threatened by

i

a
these- developments and by the In-

v >fl-
troductlon of an unfamiliar culture.

5 ^L.JManyH*re now Insisting os a wider
';)lnai

l
^sharing of political power as well as

,

1 economic benefits.
'

-

1 rpm.r^: la th. .mw nf »Ka HMhUm
i
rein

«t]»,
:

- This la the crux of the problem In

2
De'Dn^

,

;Iran today.

—5^OUR POLICY over three decades
. _ g-^jjas bees to work with Iran, as with

ted 'Other nations undergoing these
by profound changes, to help them find

constructive solutions to the
IWj^jHublems they face, emerge from
\e periods of change with new stability.

sn-^Aand preserve their national in-

tion
Wj

f:
dependence.
Our atrongly-heki view is that no

outside power should try to dictate
—.Iran's course, exploit instability for

1 . its own ends, or seek control of any
PMOi kind in this area. .

Each nation should have the

'ritiflf
freedom to work out Its future free

[aln^'from outside Interference.

J1 West^THE ENTIRE area of western Asia
Publubegtls characterized by growth and
a|ta Exchange. Change produces opportunl-
"Uif ff^ty as well as instability, and crisis,

in-called -The Issue la how to channel change
Icth thro^along paths leading to stability and
'

°PP0*He(istrength.
ly intense °ur position In toe area is strong.

rnil ,-.
. Most of the-states there share our

ts fJmt objectives for this region — the
.

,
^““security and national independence

•
j3 r^oi each state In the area and too op-
.“.^^portunily^ottooose their ownwaysto
• Jer* ^bufld better Kr«ar for thefrpeoplri

rtd awwtod seek no domination, we believe

d CaUnskL^-®’
belp* appropriate ways, will

-i,., Ant(
je sought in the future as in the past
™w nations of the area work out their

btures.
docunoir. \fe are |n close touch with
"ill governments lh the region and

‘ The Fs^Elsewhere whose Interests are also
isb phut Refected by this situation.
urderiJIJs’

PHE INTERESTS of the U.S. in Iran
tave remained constant over the
iast generation.
Because of Iran's importance to

be security of the Gulf region, the
uture of the Middle East, and the
reduction of oil. we have a strong
nterest in a free, stable and lndepen-
lent Iran. We have persistently and
ctively pursued this objective since
Vorld War II.

Working within the limits set by
le government of Iran in areas of
ommon interest, we have helped
ran strengthen itself economically
1 two ways;
We have participated in Iran's

lodernizatlon, first ‘ through
evelopmeni assistance and then
trough toe cooperation of private
jnerlcan firms;
American and other Western

ompanics have worked closely In

3e development of Iran's oil produc-
on and marketing, thereby helping
5 provide the revenues which have
een the main engine of Iran's
conomic development-

Aa is often the case with

y
overaraents where authority la

\ [ghly centralized and where lmpor-
\ uit economic and atraleglc ln-

\ iresta are at stake,, our abflity to

\ lalntain contact with all elements
\ ! the society and press effectively

y nd consistently for constructive
\ lange has been limited,

y
Where we saw social and political

y
ressures building up - within the

y
\ iclety. we called attention to them,

\ ut toe pace of development has

. y
pen set by the government and cir-

I \ unstances In Bran.

'E HAVE ALSO responded to Iran's
^quests to help modernize its armed

i

trees, which have played and will

\ sntinue to play, an important role In

\ ‘an’s defence.

,
\ Following British withdrawal in

i \17l from a- special role In the Per-
I wan Gulf, we have encouraged
B aoperatlon between the states of
«iat region to strengthen security^
Biere. In paid to compensate for

British
. withdrawal, we expanded

|ir security assistance relationship.
\ I The Iranian armed forces, in ad*3J-

\ bn to helping neighbouring Oman
ipfend against ihsurgency, have

helped protect Western access to oil

suppliers.

We have also encouraged Iran's
contribution to global economic
progress and stability

. Until recent-
ly. Iran has contributed not only by
producing oil tor the world’s energy
needs but also by giving substantial
aid to other countries, investing in
both the developed and the develop-
ing world, and playing a significant
-role in the world economy.

In International diplomacy, Iran
has made numerous positive con-
tributions: Peace-keeping In Viet-
nam and toe Middle Blast, suppor-
ting moderate solutions to conflicts
in Africa end elsewhere, and work-
ing to resolve some of its long-
standing disputes with neighbours.
As a consequence of our other In-

terests Ln Iran, we have an interest
also in Iran's internal development
and stability. But in any effort to
pursue this Interest, we must In the
future, as we have In the past,
respect toe rights of Iranians to

decide how they shall order their
own future.

XF WE ARE to understand fully the
nature of the present situation, we
need to examine how it came about.
Zran has experienced since World

War U, many of the pressures and
Internal stains generated by moder-
nization that have proved destabiliz-
ing In other countries. Some of these
problems are familiar ones — rapid
population growth, a massive shift of
population from rural to urban
areas, large numbers of unemployed
and underemployed urban workers
and students, and a host of other
problems that arise when a nation as
diverse as Iron pushes for develop-
ment on a number of fronts
simultaneously.
Of particular significance in Iran

has been the Increasing alienation
between those leading and benefit-

ing from the modernization and
others whose position In society and
deeply-held relgious convictions are
threatened by it.

BY THE 1060's. Iranian leaders had
become keenly aware of growing dis-
content, a sense of drift ln Iran, and
demands for far-reaching reforms
within a more broAdly-based,

widespread corruption, harsh
repression, some ineptitude In high
places, disregard tor the deep
religious feelings of the population,

imbalance between revenues and ex-

penses, shortcomings in planning

and carrying out ambitious projects,

rising unemployment In the cities, as

the construction boom began to sub-

side, insufficient Job opportunities

for ever larged numbers of

graduating students, inequitable dis-

tribution of toe benefits of develop-

ment. sacrifice of civilian
programmes for military product-

ion, and a high rate of Inflation

that outstripped wage Increases and
frustrated expectations for a steadi-

ly rising standard of living.

These grievances, and the absence
of political outlets for affecting
gnvernment policy, led moderate
secular opposition leaders to make
common cause with significant
elements of the Moslem clergy.

IN RESPONSE to increasing
political ferment and criticism ln

1B70 and 1977, the government spon-
sored campaigns against corruption

In the public and private sectors, re-

organized Itself to curb waste and
promote efficiency, and gave an of-

ficial political party a greater role

without Infringing on royal authori-

ty.

Moves to improve the human
rights situation were directed at

eliminating torture and extreme
punishments in the prisons and
amnestying political prisoners
rather than at establishing new
political institutions.

The government’s measures even-
tually Included encouragement of

“constructive criticism" to promote
citizen participation ln government,
as well as efforts to slow down the

rapid rate of economic growth that

had caused severe dislocations ln the
society.

These changes, however, did not
satisfy the demands of large
numbers of Iranians for a more open
political system.
By the end of 1977, Iranian and

foreign observers saw these moves
as the first results of the official

policy of liberalizing Iranian
political life that had started ln 197S.

Those steps, however, did not yet ln-

responsive, non-authoritarian
. political system.

In order to channel these
pressures Into constructive rather
than revolutionary change, the
'government launched a programme
of evolutionary reform and develop-

' ment, pressed from the top at a
forced-draft pace.

This "White Revolution" aimed at
social and economic modernization,
with the shah himself as the major
agent In the reform process.

The reform programme, fuelled by
rising revenues in the lBBO's, quickly

.
resulted ln far-reaching changes,
substantially improving the lives of
many citizens but damaging the
position of others.

Land redistribution, for example,
weakened the power of the big
landlords and also weakened the

clergy ,
removing their Independent

source of Income and making them
dependent on private donations.

The ambitious scale of develop-
ment produced a new elite of those
charged with planning and carrying
out the new programmes, but plans
were made and Implemented with
little public consultation.

Expansion in the private sector

gave rise to a new class of en-

trepreneurs,- while the Interest of

bazaar merchants and other
traditional elements of society were
neglected.

There were Increased oppor-
tunities for education, but restric-

tions still limited the participation of

the newly educated in the political

process, and more were trained than
could be employed ln positions they
found rewarding.

THE ECONOMIC successes Of tbe
“White Revolution" heavily
overshadowed the absence of a
parallel advance in the political

system.
By 1978,. it appeared to most

observers of the Iranian scene that
Iran’s approach to modernization
bad produced substantial progress.
As a result of the reform

programme, Iran was being
transformed Into a modern
economic power. The future looked

bright. Prosperity seemed assured
through rapidly Increasing oil

revenues.
By 1976, there was solid achieve-

ment, although economic and
political development continued to,

move on separate tracks at very

different speeds.
The new prosperity did not entire-

ly mask the problems produced by
the concentration of political power
at the apex of government and the

' absence of political institutions that

could deal with the trauma of moder-
nization.

Most prominent among the causes

of dissatisfaction were popular

resentment of what was seen as

elude movement toward basic
political change.

BYEARLY 1978, widespread disrup-
tions had begun and^sympathy was
shown by student demonstrations
abroad. By mld-year .it was clear

that a new' political dynamic was
emerging. Religious figures took the
lead in expressing opposition to the
government.
The shah publicly stated his inten-

tion to pursue liberalization, looking
toward free elections. By late
August, however. It was apparent
that the government had un-
derestimated the depth of dis-

satisfaction. A new government was
Installed at that time which promis-
ed freedom of activity for legitimate
political parties. A few days later it

was forced to declare martial law ln

Teheran and 11 other cities ln

response to massive
demonstrations.
By the end of October, strikes and

disorders had become widespread.
Oil production had dropped
dramatically and the government
apparatus was ceasing to function.

With massive rioting in early
November, the crisis had become
full-blown and a military govern-
ment was installed.

THE SITUATION ln Iran as we see it

at this moment consists of the follow-

ing elements: Widespread strikes

and demonstrations have brought
the Iranian economy to a near halt.

Many people, at least In the main
cities, are not working and are suf-

fering shortages of key com-
modities. The banking system has
not been functioning and petroleum
production does not meet domestic
needs. Activist religious leaders and
many members of the political op-

position have been pressing for the
shah's Immediate departure from
Iran or for his abdication. The shah
has left Iran on vacation. A
representative regency council has
been named to perform its con-
stitutional functions in the absence
of the shah. Prime Minister
Bahktiar’s new government faces
the tasks of restoring normal life in

the country and reconciling political

elements that have opposed each
other.

In short, Iran has been through a
decade and a half of rapid growth
and social change while her political

Institutions have not evolved com-
mensurately.
The people most affected by

change are now demanding a
greater role in determining Iran’s

future but have not yet found orderly

ways of expressing their views on
Iran's future course and shaping
their own destiny.

WHY AN EXPLOSION? With hind-

sight, the story appears deceptively
clear and simple. But it is not so sim-

ple.

TO -l fe.

'Of particular significance in Iran has been
the increasing alienation between those
leading and benefiting from the moderniza-
tion and others whose position in society and
deeply-held religious convictions are
threatened by it.’

The shah leaving Iran

Some analysts, both In and out of

government, have pointed over the
years to various points of weakness
In the Iranian economic, social and
political systems.
By mld-1976, jus! as the leadership

in Iran began to react to growing dis-

content. analysts in Washington
were pointing out that Iran's rapid

a

economic growth had not produced
‘political participation to match and
that the government would find ft

necessary to share political power
more broadly.
Since 1976. a number of

developments have re-lnforced each
other to deepen existing dissatisfac-

tions and ta accelerate the crisis Ln

unpredictable ways. Some of those
Issues were stimulated by the very
succcss of the economic moderniza-
tion itself.

An economic down-turn, with
sharply increased unemployment
and inflation, added to discontent as
well as to a pool of unemployed who
no longer had a stake In existing

economic activity. While the Iranian
Government was taking certain

stepa to allow freer expression of
criticism and to improve its perfor-
mance ln assuring human rights,

basic grievances remained.
In this context, massive anti-

government demonstrations
protesting at aspects of the shah's
programme took place ln early 1978.

the beginning of the cycle of action

and c’o’uhteractlo'n' that" has
characterized the Iranian scene
since then.

THE MAIN ISSUE for the Iranian
government now is to end the
bloodshed and restore order so a new
national consensus can be forged on
how Iran should be governed and
what its priorities at home and
abroad should be.

The Immediate challenge is for the

regency council and toe new civilian

government to win enough popular
support so that the violence can be
ended and normal economic activity

can be restored.

In addition to ending the suffering
which people have experienced in re-

cent months, it is essential to create
an environment for rational
deliberations on a long-term political

solution for Iran's problems.
In a country as complex as Iran,

quick solutions are not to be ex-

pected. In a country which has suf-

fered so much violence, there will be
no painless answers. Domestic
peace and probably considerable
time will be needed for the Iranian
people to work out a new consensus
on their political future.

It Is important that this process be
orderly. We cannot predict what
direction Iran will choose, but
Iranians alone must make toe deci-

sion.

THE QUESTION MOST frequently
posed about toe Implications of the

current crisis in Iran is: Do we see
the instability in Iran along with re-

cent developments in Afghanistan.
North and South Yemen, the horn of

Africa as pieces in a pattern of in-

stability which will change the
political orientation of the strategic

Middle East?
Four points need to be stated:

FIRST, we. of course, recognize that
fundamental changes are taking
place across this area of western
Asia and north-eastern Africa —
economic modernization, social
change, a revival of religion,

resurgent nationalism, demands for
broader popular participation in the

political process.
These changes are generated by

farces within each country. We must
differentiate between them and
resist the Impulse to oversimplify.
Economic, social, and political

development are complex processes

which we still do not fully under-

stand. Our policy ln the future, as in

the past 30 years, will be to work as
we can with the countries undergo-

ing these changes to help them find

constructive solutions and to emerge
from periods of change with new
stability.

As long as these nations are
genuinely independent and free to
pursue their own policies without In-
timidation, this will contribute to the
kind of world which is the goal of the
U.S

SECOND, instability in any country
in a strategic area becomes a factor
in global politics. We are In close
touch with our friends and allies in

the Middle East and elsewhere and
share their concern that the solution
of the problems In Iran not increase
the danger to their own in-
dependence.
We will continue to work with all of

face Is how to seize toe opportunity
to channel change towards construc-
tive results — not simply to react to

it as an unwelcome source of in-

stability and conflict.

In saying this, we do not minimize
the dangers for American Interests,

but we want also to keep our sights
on what will be the interests of the
people in this area.

U.S. POLICY towards Iran has been
based on three consistent principles

as events there have evolved over
the past several months:
• We have repeatedly made it clear

that decisions affecting the future of

‘The challenge we and our friends face is

how to seize the opportunity to channel
change towards constructive results — not
simply to react to it as an unwelcome source
of instability and conflict.’

them to minimize that danger. We
will continue to make clear our view
that we share with them the objec-
tives of assuring the stability, the
security, and the national in-
dependence of each nation in the
area.
We believe our common purpose

will provide the basis for further
close cooperation.

THIRD, our position In this
strategically important area will re-
main strong over the long run as long
as most of the countries there are
allowed to pursue their own paths to
development and progress, free
from outside Interference. Our
respect for diversity and pluralism,
our encouragement of human
freedoms and liberties, the appeal of
Western economic and technological
strength, and our dedication to
democratic principles all evoke a
strong resonance among the peoples
and nations throughout the area.
They also know that we are

prepared to support their own efforts

to strengthen their defensive
capabilities without seeking a
special position for ourselves that

they do not want.

FOURTH, the changes we are
witnessing across this area of
western Asia and north-eastern
Africa contain the seeds of progress
as well as the causes of crisis.

Some parts of this area are among
the fastest growing and resource-
rich nations of the world. Some are

among the most traditional and the
poorest.
The challenge we and our friends

Iran and the relationship between
the Iranian people and their govern-
ment are decisions which must be
made in Iran by Iranians. We seek
no role In deciding those questions
and we consider any external in-

fluence improper.
• The U.S. Government has worked
within the Institutional framework of
Iran under its constitution with the
duly established authorities of Iran
as specified in the Iranian constitu-
tion. There are constitutional
provisions for change, and we sup-
port the decisions of the Iranian
Government wherever and however
we can appropriately be helpful.
• We have supported Iran's in-

dependence. We have taken the posi-
tion that no outside power should ex-
ploit instability in Iran — or any
other country — for its cwn advan-
tage. The overriding American ob-
jective for Iran is simply that It

should have the freedom to work out-
its own future free from such in-

terference.
These principles have been

applied consistently throughout the
last year of turmoil In Iran, and they
will continue to be our guidelines in

the future.

WITHIN THE general context of

those principles, we have pursued
these key objectives:

First, we hope to see the end of

bloodshed, so the people of Iran can
return to normal life. Only In such
circumstances can there be rational

discussion of a political solution to

Iran’s current problems which will

restore stability there. We will en-

courage all parties to seek political

ends by peaceful means.
Second, u-e want to maintain a

close and friendly relationship with
an independent, stable, and secure
Iran. We believe the interests of Iran
and of the U.S. are closely intertwin-
ed, and we seek an environment of

mutual respect and positive coopera-
tion. We believe this will serve the In-

terests of Iran, of the U.S. and of the

free world.
Third, we seek a stable and

prosperous Iran which can play Its

rightful role in the region and the In-

ternational community. We are
prepared to help Iran — on the

technical level, on the governmental
level and on the diplomatic level —
to restore its productivity and to

regain the international confidence

It has earned over the past decade.
The resumption of major of? exports
will be Important both to the
economy of Iran and to the economy
of the world.
We believe that these objectives

serve not only the interests of our
own country' but also the interests of

the Iranian people. We believe they
offer a practical basis for coopera-
tion.

WHAT LIES AHEAD? Iran is In the
midst of a major social crisis. We
have no illusions that this process
will be resolved easily, and It would
serve no purpose for us to speculate
on future twists and turns of events.
The American people and the peo*

pie of Iran share basis agreement on
four fundamental values:
First, we both have strong

religious heritages. The people of

both countries believe In the impor-
tance of a life that is guided by moral
principles. We believe those prin-

ciples must guide a government that
is truly just.

Second, we share a belief ln the
right of the people to express
themselves politically through in-

stitutions constituted by them. We
both believe that it Is for the Iranian
people to decide how they will
govern themselves, just as it Is for

the American people to choose their

own government.
Third, both of us believe In the use

of our national wealth for the better-

ment of our people. The U.S.
remains willing to help Iran develop
the potential of the country.
Finally, both Americans and

Iranians want to see an Iran that is

truly independent. We have no
aspiration to dictate the policies of

the Iranian Government.

ON THE BASIS of these shared
views and our common interests, we
will make every effort to assure a
continued close relationship between
the U.S. and Iran.

In looking to the future, the U.S.
will continue to work with the
leaders of Iran In their effort to con-
solidate the civilian government
with popular support for restoring
order and normal life and building a
sound political foundation for Iran's
continued progress and in-
dependence.
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GraetzColour
COMPUTERIZED TELEVISION

Graetz Colour — the most
advanced, reliable

Television set with the
“HOP COLOUR."

The terminal gives complete
computer-type control:

Control of preturn and colour

system

Automatic, digital selection of

stations

Receiver does not heat upfvery low
depreciation)- Based on integrated

circuits (micro-electronics). 'Oscar'

station tuner with very wide
coverage (1 - 89 UHF)
Volume control from your armchair

* The Graetz tag: identity card of high

quality, fully guaranteed products.

This receiver unit is offered in a range

of Graetz colour TV sets.

Importers of

CONSTRUCTA washing machines,

FAKIR storage heaters and vacuum

deaners, and STARMIX food mixers.

44 Mesilat Hahashmona’im, Tel Aviv,

Tel.: 30825, 31707.

Hop Colour enables reception of ?
1 r™8r3-

some Israel TV programmes in
,m - Tel Av™-

colour Tel.: 30825, 31707.

Reception of broadcasts based on
French system {SECAM) possible ff^D Most advanced pretune screen f
('silver tube') with Heliochrome

TV WITH THE
intensity

Special department for new immigrants.

From better dealer

Personal import possible.

A cure keepsyou young,fit and healthy.

The Health Resorts ofGermany
are much more

Who doesn't want to keep fit and healthy ? If

you want to enjoy life, maintain your creative

power, advance in your career and secure your

future, you must look after yourself. Do not

postpone this "General Overhaul" — do it this year.

Nowhere in the whole world con you find so

Qiany attractive possibilities to do something

for your health than in Germany's Spas and

Health Resorts.

Mineral Springs and Moor Spas,

Marinotherapeutic Spas and Seaside Resorts,

Climatotherapeutic Health Resorts,

Kneipp Spas and Resorts.

information and folders through LufthSDSd
the representation of the German National Tourist
Alfirrt IH7T1 in Icr.'tal Tn I A\,iu Unu-irinn Ctirmf
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Jerusalem

Betar goes

to Beersheba
SOCCER PREVIEW/Paul Kohn

TEL AVTV. — The game of the week
moves to Beersheba this Saturday,
where the Negev'a top team enter*
tains Jerusalem Betar.
This will be a much tougher fixture

for second-placed Betar than that
facing league leaders Tel Aviv Mac-
cabl, who will play Tel Aviv Betar at
the Bloomfield stadium. Beersheba
Hapoel have come away with two
draw results In games at the Bloom-
field ground In the past two weeks,
and in the two previous away games,
also played In Jaffa, drew i;i and
won 5:0. In their last home game,
Beersheba beat Kfar Sava Hapoel
2 :1.

Jerusalem Betar have been keep-
ing within striking distance of the
league leaders. They easily beat
Hadera Hapoel 4:1 last Saturday
and, with 29 goals, have scored more
goals than any other National
League team. MalmlLUan, Neuman
and Tarkonl have been playing well
In midfield, and the result of thin

game may depend on how well Mla-
ly, Avrahami and Turjeman can
snap up the opportunities created for
them.
Barad played a fine game- for

Beersheba Hapoel last week, and If

Avltan and Golder can grab, their
chances, they could also win the
points. A draw result looks the most
sensible forecast.
Following a 0:0 away win last

week In Rlshon Lesion, Tel Aviv
Maccab! may still be Intoxicated by
their big victory. With Spiegel.
Schweitzer and Tab&k in the attack,
they appear to pack too much punch
for Tel Aviv Betar.
Third-placed Netanya Maccabl,

after a fine 2:1 win over Bnei
Yehuda, travel to Yehud this week.
Although Yehud Hapoel are In 14th
place, level on point with the bottom
club, this will not be an easy game
for Netanya. In fact, Yehud have let

In fewer goals than Netanya Mac-
cabl, though there Is no comparing
the attacking strength of the teams.
Yehud have scored only eight goals
in 16 games this season, and cannot
be fancied for a scoring spree this

week. But with their defence,
pivoted around veteran Zvi Rosen,
andf with national keeper Arle Haviv,
they may hold on for a home draw.

BNEI YEHUDA came unstuck In

Not chilled

and cheated
CINEMA/Ruth Arfella Broyde

8VMMERFIELO Starring Nick Tate,
Elisabeth Alexander, John Waters and
Michelle Jarman. Directed by Ken Han-
DflJla

AUSTRALIANS, . because at their
geographic isolation, apparently feel

they have to overstate their case to
communicate with the rest of -the
world. This may explain the heavy-
handedness and notable lack of sub-
tlety In

,‘Summerfield, ,, a new
Australian film optimistically billed

as a thriller.

Evocative minor chord music
opens the film, as director Ken Han-
nan goes out of his way to convince
us that we will be shocked, chilled

and thrilled. Unfortunately, the rest
of the film does not meet our expec-
tations.

A new teacher, Simon Robinson
(Nick Tate), arrives in Banning's
Beach to run the small local school.
He is replacingPeter Flynn, who has
mysteriously disappeared.

No one In Banning’s Beach seems
disturbed by Flynn's unexplained
absence in the middle of the school
term — neither the local police, nor
the residents, nor even the children,
who were clearly fond of Peter
Flynn.

HoSmson la given a room in a
small boarding house, the room
where Flynn used to stay. In fact, his

clothes are still hanging in the closet.

The other boarders exchange know-
ing looks. Will the new teacher also

disappear, they seem to be asking.

Little by little the entire town
becomes suspect as the director pur-
posefully draws to our attention in-

numerable instances of what
appears to be collusion — all

directed against the newcomer. As
in "The Sting, ’’ the audience Is being
set up for "the killing," but with
none of the expertise nor finesse that
characterized the Oscar-winning
American film.

Netanya last week but were not dis-

graced when losing for the first time
in 32 league games. They return
home to play Haifa Hapoel. who
were not Impressive when winning
1:0 In Hadera In midweek or in their

0:l home defeat by Jerusalem
Hapoel. Bnei Yehuda fans will be
praying for the return of Ehud Ben
Tovim to lead thefir attack, and he
holds the key to this game. With him,
Bnei Yehuda will probably return to

winning form, but If he is absent, a
draw result looks more likely.

Jerusalem Hapoel return to the
capital after a surprise win In Haifa
last week. A repeat of such form by
Buzaglo. Tashma, Othman and
Weizman In goal would give them
the edge over Rlshon Lezion Hapoel.
But for punters in search of urprise
results, this could provide one.
Kfar Sava Hapoel have been total-

ly out of luck. Just when they were
playing some of the moat attractive

football and had a long run without
defeat, they have been brought down
to earth with four consecutive
defeats. The worst of these was the

1:0 midweek beating by lowly Petah
Tlkva Maccabl. This Saturday
Shlmshon are visitors to the Sharon,
and they, too. are never an easy
team to beat. Damtl. Massuarl and
Shuklyan are potential goal-getters

for Shlmshon, but Kfar Sava's luck

must change any day now, though
they may still have players on the In-

jured list after Tuesday's rough-and-
tumble against Petah Tlkva Mac-
cabl.

The match to watch in the Second
Division will be In Acre, where the
home Hapoel play leaders Ramat
Gan Hakoah. Although according to

all form indications, this looks
already wrapped up for Hakoah,
Acre at home might hold onto a
point.
Eighteen persons got all 13 games

on the Sportoto Football Pool mark-
ed correctly last week, each to

benefit by ILX25.000. Twelve results

right will he worth ILl.SfiO, eleven
will win ILllG and ten results will get
cheques for IL18. Sportoto ’s income
topped IL12m.
The price of the weekly Sportoto

coupon will increase to IL3.50 per
line of forecast this week. Sportoto
announced a minimum total payout
of IL6m. after this week's games.

Sportoto Guide:
Tel Aviv Hap. v Jaffa Mac. 1
Kfar Sava Hap. v Shlmshon 1
Beersheba Hap. v Jerusalem Betar x
Hadera Hap. v Petah Tlkva Mac. 1

Yehud Hap. v Netanya Mac. x
Bnei Yehuda v Haifa Hap. x
Jlem Hap. v Rlshon Hap. 1

Tel Aviv Mac. v Tel Aviv Betar 1

Acre Hapoel v Hakoah x
Ashdod Hap. v Belt Shean Hap. 2

Netanya Hap. v Ramat Amidar 2
Tiberias Hap. v Marmorek Hap. 1
Ramat Gan Hap. v Bat Yam Hap. 1

ROBINSON'S first encounter with
his pupils is to witness a mock hang-
ing the children stage for his benefit.

The new teacher expresses his dis-

gust at such games, but the children
only laugh and exchange smug
glances. Obviouajy, they know
something that Robinson and we, the
audience, don’t.

Blonde, blue-eyed nine year-old
Sally Abbot (admirably played by
Michelle Jarman! invites the new
teacher to visit her home, Summer-
field, a huge estate that has belonged
to the Abbotts for 100 years. Located
on an Island and well-barricaded to

keep out treapasaersr8iunmerfield
IS a mysterious worlCimtb itself , in-

habited by exotic
-
wildlife, lush

vegetation and the strange Abbotts.
Robinson decides to go surfing

rather than visit Sally. Sally tries to

cut him off while he is driving and
she causes an accident in which she
is thrown from her bicycle, breaking
her leg.

To atone for the accident, but
mostly because he is attracted to

Sally's mother Jenny (Elizabeth
Alexander) Robinson begins to visit

Summerfleld and the Abbotts
regularly.
Hovering ominously in the

background is David Abbott, Jenny's
brother (John Waters). Secretive,

willful, brooding, David seems to

hold the clue to Peter Flynn’s
mysterious disappearance, or so
Robinson suspects.
Another piece of Information

which the director plugB regularly,
like a 30-second TV commercial, is

Sally's unusual blood disease, caus-
ed by inbreeding, the local doctor
tells Robinson. Just who Is Sally's

father, we are encouraged to ask
ourselves again and again.
Robinson eventually discovers the

secret about Summerfleld and the
unexplained disappearance of Peter
Flynn, but the surprise ending,
calculated to titillate, falls flat. All

the knowing looks, the winks, the

meaningful silences, and the minor
chord music, of course — all have
been employed for naught. We feel

cheated, not chilled, and "Summer-
field," makes it only too clear that,

in this case, the end did not justify

the means.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday’s

paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and.

Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday's

paper: 12 noon Thursday,

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on

back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL88 for eight words; IL11 for each additional word.

Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL120 for eight words; IL19 for each-

additional ward. These rates do not Include VAT.

WHERETO STAY PERSONAL

SERVICED APARTMENTS fdr rent. Short PROBLEMS? TZ^QT? A heavy heart and

term from 519 per day. Special no rae to talk to? Phone me! (Male. 68). 02-

arrangements for long term. Herzliya 71Z24e -

Se!S£.
Tel ' 4 Reh°V E * AI

*
Ill

FURNISHED FLATS and rooms to rent for
tourists. Tel. 03-2323Z9.

PURCHASE/SALE

DWELLINGS

JERUSALEM

WANTED: ROOM or small apartment,
furnished or unfurnished for an old woman.
Preferably Klryat Menohem, lr Ganlm,
Klryat Hayovel. Tel. 02-233642, 419176.

TO LET: 4 rooms, unfurnished, telephone,
heating. IL3.100, Ramot. Tel. 02-41BBB3.

4 ROOMS. Sanhedria Murhevet. $380 per

month. Alt luxuries. Occupancy March to

Sept. Tel. 02-532211/412 for Rachel 1-2 p.m.
Not Friday or Shabbat.

PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators. Inheritances. Tel. 03-834639.

evenings 03-883489.

LEVIBUYS everything! Forcash and at fair

prices! Tel. 03-833978, 03-884349 evenings.

SITUATIONS VACANT

WORKERS (MALE), temporary cleaning
work. Apply 9 a.m. -2 p.m. at Laramme Hotel
near Carmel Market or phone Tel. 03-744922

between 7-10 p.m.

SITUATIONS WANTED
fiM-crrn a ttfnwp iiiiiiiininiiiinniiinnmnmmmnmiiinniu
HYOUlfcADlV-EJ FEMALE American college graduate.

BSPORE^ RENEWING^h^u^ehold SSHT-KK
«SrE ssssi .7 satssjjssmsesxk
lllOlll — —— ——

—

M M M .M.

the gifted shop
an abundant variety

of exclusive fine gifts

from all over the

world to satisfy even/

taste; our own-

crafted exquisite gold

jewelry.

Beit Halaehmi
3.1 Pirtlkas Street

Tel Aviv

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math 7. 8.30

English 8. 9.20 Special Education —
Our hour. 10.10 English 9. 10.30

Science 6. 10.90 Programme for

kindergarteners. 11.20 Language and
Communications S-B. 12.00 Music.
12.29 Literature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 9. 13.40 French. 10.30

English 7. 16.00 This Is It— live youth
magazine. 17.00 Music In the theatre.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
' 17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What's Up — people and events
in the news
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
IB. 32 Flipper: the escapades of

Flipper the dolphin
19.00 I Have a Question — a panel
answers questions from the audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES resume
at 20.50 with Programme Trailer
20.18 Basketball — live broadcast
from Yad Eliahu of first half of match
between Tel Aviv Maccabl and
Bosna, Sarajevo of Yugoslavia
21.00 M&bat newsreel
21.20 Basketball — Second half
22.18 Rampole of the Bailey: Rum-
pole and the learned friends. Starring
Leo McKern as barrister Horace
Rumpole
23.03 Behind the headlines
23.49 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial):
17.45* Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of
Jeannie. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prairie on JTV 3). 19.00

News In French. 19.30 News in
[Hebrew. 20.00 News in Arabic. 20.30

'

Cuckoo Waits. 21.10 Eight is enough.
22.00 News in English. 22.15* Movie of
the Week.

CINEMAS

Jerusalem 4, 7. 9

Arnon: The Giant Spider Invasion;

Eden: The Unglorious Bastard;
Edison: Gone with The Wind 4. B:

Habirah: Maurizio Lucldl; Klir: The
Silent Partner; Mitchell: Coma 7. 9,

Wed. also at 4; Orgii: La Denteiliere;

Orton: Hooper; Ora&: High Anxiety;

Ron: Death on the Nile 6.30, 9;

Semidir: Annie Hall 7. 9.15; Small
Auditorium Blnyenel Ha'ooma: The
Enforcer 7, 9.15; Cinema One: To Kill

A Mockingbird 7, 9.15

Tel Aviv 4J0 . 7.15. 9.30

Alienby: Where Eagles Dare 6.20,

9.15; Ben Yehuda: Short Eyes; Chen:
Crease 4.30. 7. 9.30; Cinema One:
High Riders; Cinema Two: An Un-
married Woman; Dekel: 1900 (Part
One) 7.10, 1900 (Part Two) 9.30;
Drive-In: Straight Time 7.30, 9.45;

Esther: The Silent Partner; Gat:
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands:
Gordon: Blume in Love; Hod: Mean
Dog Blues; Umor: The Fury; Max-
im: The Packet Laver; Mograbi:
Convoy 4.30, 7.30, 9.30; Ophir: Eyes of
Laura Mars; Orly: Revenge of the
Pink Panther; Paris: Iphigenie 10,
12, 2, 4.30, 7.15, 9.30; Peer: Summer-
field; Ramat Aviv: The Island of Dr.
Moreau 7.15. 9.30, Wed. also at 4.30;

Royal: Erotic Confidences 10, 12, 2. 4.

7.30, 9.30; Shahaff: Death on the Nile
8.30, 9.15; Studio: The Goodbye Girl;
Tchelet: Anna and the Wolves; Tel
Aviv; The Unglorious Bastard; Tel .

Aviv Museum; The Lace Maker;
Zafon: Dersu Uzala S.45, 9. Weekdays
also at 4.

Haifa 4, 6.45. 9
Amphitheatre: The Man on the Roof;
Armon: The Car; Atzraon: The
Unglorious Bastards; Chen; Grease.
4. 6.30 9; Galor: The Swarm. 10, 2. 7;

Panic In Tokyo. 12. 4, 9; Miron: The
Girl from Plgaile, 6 non-stop perfor-
mances: Moriah: The Goodbye Girl,

6.45. 9; Orah: An Unmarried* Woman,
4, 8.30. 9: Ordan: Waterloo Bridge, 4,

7, 9; Orion: The Stud. 6 non-stop per-

formances; Orly: The Head of Nor-
maud. 6.45, 9; Peer: Pretty Baby;
Ron: Driver; Shavlt: Coming Home.
6.30, 9.15.

Ramat Gan, 7.15, 9.30.

Armon: Grease. 4, 7. 9.30; Hadar:
Driver; Lily: The Pocket Lover;
Oasis: The Greek Tycoon, 4. 7.15,

3.30; Ordea: The Betsy; Rama:
Maytime; Ramat Gan: An Un-
married Woman.
Herzliya
David: Grease, 4, 7. 9.15; Tlferet
Herzllya: The Poseidon Adventure,
7.15, 9.30.

Holon
Migdal: The Other Side of Midnight,
8, 9.

Petah Tlkva •

Shalom: West Side Story. 3.30, 8.

Netanya
Esther: Natzcbe, 4.30, 7, 9.15.

RESTAURANT
ENTREPRENEUR
with extremely successful, top

quality, salad/health cafeterias In

the U.K.. arriving in Israel shortly,

would gladly act as consultant to

anyone wishing to set up enterprise

of similar style.

Write: DEZ51790, P.O.B. 81.
Jerusalem.

Rent a car
The economical way

50% Reduction
on dally rate

Call at any of our offices

Jerusalem:
174 Jaffa St., Tel. 243308/222534

22 King David St.. Tel. 234405

Tel Aviv:
112 Hayarkon St.. Tel. 03-287253/4

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Haydn:
Symphony No. 23; Mozart: Flute
Concerto. K. 313 (Eugenia Zuker-
xnan) ; Ravel: Piano Concerto for the

Left Hand (De Larrocha); Brahms:
Serenade No. 1,

10.05 Radio story

10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.35 Lesson In spoken Arable
12.35 Music from different countries

12.03 (Stereo) : Boris Berman, piano.

Jerusalem String Trio: — Prokofiev:

Plano Sonata No.5; Taniejev: String

Trio; Stravinsky: Sonatina for Plano
13.00 Noon Concert — Bizet: Excerpts
of Dances from Carmen; Menottl:

Czardas
14.10 Children's programmes
15.35 Notes on a new book
15.05 (Stereo): Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra — Mozart: Symphony No.

23 (De Carvalho); Arina: 2

Movements for Flute U Strings (Url

Shohami ; Debussy; Two Movements
from Images (Gary Bertlnl);
Shostakovich: Concerto for Plano,
Trumpet & Orchestra (Jeffrey Siegel,

Mark Chariot — Sidney Harth)
17.13 (Stereo): Birthday Party —
Ernest Ch&usson
20.15 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Talmud Lesson
22.05 (Stereo): Brahms: Nine
Waltzes from Op. 52 & 85 (Swiss

Chamber Orchestra. Lausanne, Choir

of the West Switzerland Radio, con-

ducted by Armln Jourdan); Mahler:
Symphony No. 4 (Vienna Philhar-

monic Orchestra, Lucia Popp-
a audio Abbado)
23.23 ( Stereo 1 : The Art of Song in

Israel (part fourl Zvl Avnl: Collage

(Rem a. Samsonov); Ami Masyani:
Yiddish Songs (Willy Haparnas)
23.45 Armenian Christmas Mass

Second Programme

7.00 This Morning' — news 'commen-
tary

8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with

Rivka Michael!
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
15.05 Sephardi songs — recordings of

a live performance
15.10 Any Questions
17.10 Lucky Winner — telephone
games
18.05 Free Time — Magazine on hob-

bles and recreation
18.48 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — People and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading— Isaiah 25. 28

20.30 Live broadcast from Yad Eliahu
of basketball game between Tel Aviv
Maccabl and Bosna Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia
'23.05 Just Between Us— Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems with
listeners.

Army
6.30 University on the Air — The
Evolution of Anti-Semitism in Ger-
many
7.07 Yoel Esteron presents selections

of music and Items from the morning
newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — three hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes
with Ell YisraeU
12.45 15 Minutes— political commen-
tary
13.05 Today's Favourite — songs with

a special theme
14.03 Two Hours — music and
cinema, and theatre reviews. Inter-

views and anecdotes
16.05 Special discussion programme
analyzing causes of IDF exercise and
road accidents
17.03 IDF evening newsreel
18.03 Economics magazine
18.45 Hebrew Hit parade

21.00 Mabat newsreel

21.35 University on the Air — Anti-
Semitism In Germany (repeat)

22.05 Mao Toe Tung — Portrait of a
leader (repeat)
23.05 An hour with Noam Sheriff

00.03 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Naftaii Alter

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth, Fifth) *

14.00 (Fourth. Fifth) *

18.00 (Fourth) *

20.00 (Fourth! *

22.00 (Fifth) •

00.30 (Fifth) *

* Fourth programme; 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674: central Israel

1025
* Fifth programme; Short wave and
FM88.2 MHz

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In kfloHrru
PM In MrgnHtm

M Pnt-
0K|ifi llj*

2nd Pro-
pnimmr

Ccnlnl
larmnl AM 3T3

KM : 91.3

J'a
ares AM' STS

1108
838

Haifa
FM: 81 3 93 S

STP* AM: STS
FM- P9.4

B'abobs
area AM- 3T3

FM 88.8 103.1*

Ssfetf
Are* AM 5T3

FM. 90 9

EIUI AM: HIT
FM 103 9 98 3

Founder: EDIS DE PHILIPPE
l Alienby Road. Tel. 03-57227

T.A. 1S.-1 • Haifa 29/1
Cuvallpiiu ftusticana 'Paallaccl

National Insurance Institute

We have transferred our liaison bureau at the main office

to the new building (Kaduri Building)

Rehov Hazvl, corner Rehov Ylrmeyahu (behind the Cen-

tral Bus Station) Jerusalem.
Tel. 02-327241-7

Tel. 02-336234

FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Ben-Gurion Airport Flight Information,

fast 971*61-8-3 for 03-8994M for El Al

flights only! for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

ARRIVALS

.0815 Air France 198 Hong Kfcog, Bangkok.

Delhi. Teheran
1240 El Al 004 New York
'1815 Sabena 201 Bruuels

1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York, Athens
1440 El Al 148 Mexico, Montreal, Zurich

1445 El Al 664 Teheran
1455 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1510 Karalr~3186 Helsinki, Athens. Eilat

1525 TWA 800 New York, Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul
1645 Monarch 4042 Luton

1715 TWA 810 Phoenix. Chicago. Boston,

Paris, Rome
1725 Britannia SPL E. Mid.. Birmingham.
Cardiff, New Castle, Glasgow. Athens

1800 Alitalia 748 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich
1815 Cypralr 302 Laraaca
1925 El Al 338' Frankfurt
1940 El Al 386 Rome
2050 British Air 576 London
2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2135 El Al 512 Johannesburg, Nairobi

2150 El Al 542 Athens
2155' E) Al 326 Paris, Zurich

2200 El AJ 316 London
2225 Air France 132 Paris, Lyon

DEPARTURES

0650 El Al 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 388 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome, Paris, Boston,

Chicago, Kansas City, Los Angeles. San

Francisco
0740 Air France 198 Paris

0750 Olympic 302-Athena

0800 El Al Oil London. New York."

0810 KLM 528 Amsterdam
* -

0820 El Al 325 Zurich. Paris ;

0840 El Al 181 Rome. New York-' -

0850 British Air 577 London ...
.

0900 El Al 015 London. New. York *•

0910 TWA 881 Athens. New York
0930 Air France 181 Nice, Faria

0940 El Al 377 Copenhagen
1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt

1100 El Al 815 London - :

1200 El Al 885 Rome • •
'

1430 Sabena 202 Brussels . Y
1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 807 Munich, FT*
1615 Karalr S^THEens.Hcieiaki .

1680 THY 825 iSlanoul

1710 El AI 541 Athena
'

1745 Monarch 4048 Luton '

.

1825 Britannia Athena, Glasgow, *;
Castle, Cardiff. Birmingham. Erlfidf

1900 Cypralr 803 Laxnaca
1920 Alitalia 747 Rome '

'
. .

: m
This flight information is supplied bra*
Ben-Gurion International 4-trpoii Xk&i
dination Centre.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Glvant. 12 Ha 'art, 88676; The
New Popular. Inside Damascus Gate,

282084.

Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatzafon, 200 Ben
Yehuda. 242523. Holon: Dr. Hurl, 70

Sokolov. 842433. Bat Yam: Halevi. 9

Balfour, 883042. Ramat Gan: Hygea. 81

Arlosoroff. 721486. Bnei Brak: Shapira. 80

Rabbi Akiva. 781834. Herzllya: Kramer, 18

Sokolov. 984353. Netanya: Netanya. ll

Herd, 22942. Hadera: Hsn&ssL, 43 Welz-

mann, 22747.

Haifa: Hanassi. 33 Hanaaal, 87312.

Beersheba: Jerusalem, 34 Herzl, 77034.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Bikur Hollm (pediatrics).

Shaare Zedek (Internal, obstetrics).

Hadaaa&h (surgery, orthopedics,
ophthalmology, E.N.T.)
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). Ichilov

(Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics, Internal).

Haifa: Rambam (all departments).

Eran" — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.

Jerusalem 89911. Tel Aviv 253311, Haifa

538888, Beersheba 32111.

DDsgav Ladach: Open line 4-6 p.m. every

Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynacologlcal, sterility and family plan-

FIRST AID

Magen David Adorn first aid cm
open from 8 p.m. to 7 ajn: Em
home calls by doctors at fixed rates'
Fund members should enquire

7

rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel i
Haifa — 101. Dan Region- (Ramat,
Bnei Brak, Givatayim, Klryat

781111.

a

POLICE I

[
sunset-sunrise

Dial IOO In most porta of the country, In.

Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 404*4.

Aahdod 22222
Ashkelon 23383

Bat Yam 885565
Beersheba 78888

Eilat 2838

Hadera 22333

Holon 808188
Naharlya 928833

Nazareth Siftn if*
Netanya 28333 : *SH
Petah Tlkva OIKSY

'

Rehovot
Rlahon LeZlog
Baled 80333

' :™

cue
Notices in this feature_are charged at IL38 per line plus VAT; insertion every day costs ILBOO per line plus VAT, per month?

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the

archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Lave, with an
anthology of Greek love poetry:- Architec-
ture in the Hanukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang and Olufsen's Design for

Sound. Development and production of

outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic (Igurfnea from
Sha'ar Hagolan. Laary-Baschet Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-
tures-and musical instruments. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists

(side by side with their mature works).
Exhibit of the Month. Ornamented sugar
cane. Engagement token of Afghanistan
Jews. Woven and Printed Textiles. Design
dept. Collection.

Chiaroscuro: The Beginning Colour

Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European

woodcuts of the lMSth centuries. First

Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative

work with a pencil.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-

tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-

tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the

Great. Prehistoric hnnters* sites in

northern Sinai.

Visiting hours: Israel Museum: Sun..
Mon., Wed.. Thurs. 10 a.m. -3

p.m.; Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Frl. 10 a.m. -2 p.m.;

Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, Bil-

ly Bose Art Garden: Sun., Mon.. Wed..
Thur. 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Tue. XO a.m .-10 p.m.;

Frl. and Sat. 10 a.m. -2 p.m. Rockefeller

Museum: Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.:

Frl., Sat. X0 a.m .-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat.

and holidays must be purchased in ad-

vance at the Museum, Cahana or major
Jerusalem hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo,
Hadron and Haste 1. Free guided tours in

English, Sun.. Wed.. 11.00 a.m., Tuea. 4.30

p.m. from upper entrance hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadasaaii Tours
1. Medical Centre, in Klryat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9. 10. U a.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassail Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m.. Sunday-Thuraday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital : Tours from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.
3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadaaaah
projects. 35 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416338
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and ll a.m. from Administration Building,
Givat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28. School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: Tel. 85480.'

Emanah — National Religions Women's
Organisation, Tourist Centre, 28 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 02-82488, 30620, 811588.

American Mizrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street.
Jerusalem, Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo. Schneller Wood,
Romema. Tel. 814822, 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shaul
Ham elec h. Exhibitions: Bennl Efmt —
Extrapolations. "Film Performance”
(combined film and personal appearance
by Efrat). Opening today, 7.30 p.m. Herzl

in Profile — Herzl 's image In the fine arts.

Rudl Lehmann, 1903-1977. Habimah 1918-

1678. Drawings.

Visiting Hours: Sun., Mon.. Tue.. Thur. 10

o.m.-— 10 p.m. FrL 10 a.m. —2 p.m.. Sat. 7
— ll p.m. New Museum Building open
Sat.. 10 a.m. — 1 p.m., entrance free.

Beth Hatefotsoth. The Jewish Diaspora,
past and present, presented by the most
modern technology and graphic techni-
ques: films, slide shows, audio-visual dis-
plays. computer terminals, etc. In the ex-
hibition gallery: The last Jews of Radauti
— photographs by Laurence Salzmah.
Visiting hours Sunday, Monday, Thursday
10 a.m. — 5 p.m.; Tuesday, Wednesday 3

p.

m— 10 p.m. Friday, Saturday: closed.
Children under 6 years old are not ad-
mitted. Beth Hatefutsoth is located at
Klausner St.. Ramat Aviv (entrance
through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University
campus).

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women's
Organization : "Kastel." 166 Rehov Ibn
Gablrot. Tel. 440316. 788942, 708440.
Canadian Had assail-Wlzo Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact;
ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233281, 782291-2; ORT

Jerusalem. TeL 583141; ORT
Tel. 83744.

American Mizrachl Women.
— T»1 Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243101

Pioneer Women — Na’amat: Fr^1

See our soclo-educational servto£
far reservations, Tel Aviv, 08-M8ML

MISCELLANEOUS -/£jj,
HodASiah Tourism Office, Room Mj
Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 08-289784.

. :

Tour va'aieii world Zionist Orgzniml&x
Aliya and Absorption Dept. "Meri'w
Israelis" — programme presentsd ml
Thursday at 9.00 p.m. at the Sal Hoftfji

cooperation with the Central Inform*!)*:

Office; panel of experts, and IsruKitBc;

(English dialogue). Everycne welcontfi

admission free.

Haifa - ...

Visit the Haifa museums: Anototf-safi

Modern Art, 28 Rehov Sbabtal Leri^Tm
923253-8. National Maritime, Tel. 6MU
U,nnd Immigration, Tel. 6862tf^Jffipj

Tel. 644485. Japanese Art, Tel. 88864.'Nl$

Katz, Tel. 83482. Dagcn Grain
Tel. 864221. Artists’ House, Tel. S22SDBp

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadusab Tourism Office, Youth
flee. 7 Paly&m St. Tel. 684876.

What's On In Haifa, dial 84MM. '•

Rehovot
The Weizmann Institute open to gw
from 8.00 a.m. to 3.80 p.m. Vtettbri Ijnf§*

to see film on Institute's resear^p
tivlties. shown regularly at 11.00

3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 aan. only./v^E

Tours of the Weizmann House sffggjjjj
hour from 9.00 a.m. to 8.80 pjsL in«g|
noon on Friday. Nominal fee for s4“MW3
to Weizmann House. - -

For Tours of the House pIeawj*ofci-§i
054-88230. 054-83828.-

SECRETARY
needed- for-.

'\y||P
Engineers* Office
Hebrew & miiat

English an aaaet^^
Tel. 02-532157,

TWEHN-QNE GR05SW0
CRYPTIC PUZZLE ^ tor ****** the Cryptic or the Easy puzzle.

across
j rvnnn—in ~

e i i easy piACROSS
4 The assassination here made

all sad (6i

1 Assume command of ttoe

ferry ? «. 4)
8 How to utter praises of tfae

noteworthy (2. 4)
10 Exceptional faker, maybe (5)
13 A fastener to cut <4)
14 Definite concern (4)

15 Female lags, passftdy <4>
16 HKber way, a seedy character

(3 )

17 Favouritism Tobias shows <4)
19 Fridt taking a good deal of

loose change ! (4)
3L Former road in London 7

(3. 6)
23 It costs nothing to be liberal

(4)
34 Onlv Noel Is wrong <4)
26 Cable car ! i3)

37 Like some old stage-door
Johnnies (4)

29 Sore customer 7 (4)
32 A sign that’s positively elec-

tric «4)
33 'Maybe a plate, mate (5)

. 34 One coin*d by a shaper of
words? (8)

85 They may be Mattered with
dire toss <(8> i

36 Brief rests for bakers, possibly
C6> |

EASY PC
ACROSS

4 Educational est- 1
abUshment (8) j.,

7 Launching device «

f

lu if! I 114 I Hlj i jH| hr 8 Ventilating 16) - a

, I a—UP UP—W 10 s'
4

I

u Sman rodents (4) or

irf U ESSV’ - j!El 77
“ Attempt (3) l* L

bM 17 Laver (4) 18 W
23

“ Pbreon call* C4) „ ^81 Showy pub (3-6) £ £
28 IKSI 30 3) 23 Diplomacy (4) u g

J|Hp2 26 Upper part (3)
_ f^ gi^ ^ 27 Competently (4) 22 TZ

f
I MM » Monkeys (4) 23 U^ _———I ! 32 Land measure <«* 25 B

| j | | { { |

33 Subterranean *8 g
I 1 I I mm H H 35 Most*ime-(8> -

•: S1*
1 1 1 —^ 1 as Taunted <8> . 88 M

18 Shoot some hippopotamus^! ACROSS.— 1, CO >-set. 7. Bote-
13) . ISKL.*’ “• !<«**«. 11. ACROSS.—

18 Lofty ladies have them (6) lAibert. 1
J-

Ted. ig. Tim. 17. tope. 8, 8pta_.

EH.::-

Yesterday's

18 Lofty ladies have them (6) Albert. 14. Ted. 16. Tim. 17. top_ n —

.

1 It’s hard being a motherless 26 General companion lot a gy**- Llzbt. 31. T-OK-iy. 22,
Bowler. 14^ Ark.

dog fJ) -bloodsucker I (5j fjjq- M, C d. 28, RtrB-ep. 23. Tana U.. Caper.
2 Sportsman im in the air? (5) 21 Royal boll '(3) NoriL a, 1 rash. 20

, Regina. Laser. 23.

3 Curtail a cur's tail ? (4) 22 Stick or switch (3) 8L E-den. 33, Cxmettee. 33. Ho
“ -

4 Shoot an soe O) 23 Be sounds a more dJataot unuer. * an
5 Strange slip in pronunda- relative (6)
tion (4) 35 Pled tom tyranny (3) DOWN.—1, ColMe. 2 „

6 A relative In Broadcasting 28 Some {daraieo spread fast, we 3, Thor. 4, Wealthy s ' i ST* ,
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in index*

fodqdttftt was fast

rcfey. TJ» prices of

HnS«d tomta dropped slightly

vice level* adjusted to the 3.4 per.

h riseIn the index for December.

B oljnerrew bnd natJclpsted a
*4tw per rise. At * main branch of one
rVJ the major banks a senior
SfVturitijes adviser anticipated that

tJJJ. fj. ex-Utvked bonds wttl resume thrir
• a?,V. t. even as eariy as today.
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ixnohg mortgage banks General
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figure. Sahar was unchanged but Zur
rose by.alx. Aryeh was the only loser
in the group, as it declined by 14.5. to

783.3. These shares had risen ex-
tremely sharply on Tuesday and
were candidates for limited profit-
talcing.

Oil Exploration of Pox was on the
most-active list, hut traded unchang-
ed at 180. Delek <B) was the
beneficiary of a ten-point rise, to 330.

Land development and real estate
shares generally traded on the up-
side. Africa-Xsraei XLlO gained 23. to
1.082. Pri Or reached the 1,000 mark
after a 20-point rise.

Arad Quarries was an outstanding
feature In the Industrial section. The
shares gained more than 3.5 per
cent, to 340. Dubek gained 20. to 790,
while Teva (R, was rising' by nine, to
849.3. Aim ILl lost 13. to 335. but the
1L* shares gained 13, to 333.

Investment company shares acted
well. Elgar gained IB, to 348. Invest-

ment of Paz (B) was "buyers only"
and was fixed five per cent higher, at
298-3. Leuml Investments was three
ahead while Hapoallm and Discount
Investments traded unchanged.
Wolfson ILl shares scored a 22.0
point gain, to 295. ClaJ Real Estate
eased by nine, to 230.
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ollar’s decline keeps market falling
lunn1

. tat

hov ShaWifW YORK (AP). — Further
Marfttait ft tones in the U.S. dollar against
,n*^ filing foreign currencies kept the .

w '^215?* market in retreat yesterday.

jM&e Dow Jones average of SO in-
" triala was down five points half

hour before the close, after a

?rt
|j.«8-point drop on Tuesday . Losers

Tel.WJll - •

'

u duiii##
Wall gtreet stock list was

outnumbered gainersbymore than a
2 to 1 margin amongNew York Stock
Exchange-listed issues.

Analysts said the market’s down-
turn on Tuesday had evidently
prompted additional selling by
traders convinced that the early 1979
roily had nzn Its course.

not received last night.
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payers as evaders and thieves. But
he conceded that the recent surprise
swoop by tax Investigators on
businesses In selected areas at the
country had turned up a good
number of evaders.
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich

disclosed at the seminar that he has
received protest letters over the tax
investigators' swoop. He would not

- reveal the origin of the letters, but he
appealed to the public to realize that

such surprise investigations were in

its interest and to help the tax
authorities catch evaders, since tax

evasion Is at the public's expense.

Ehrlich said on-the-spot checks on
businesses would continue. He hopes
to obtain trained manpower to ex-

tend the checking machinery to

every taxpayer in the country.

The finance minister also said he
haw no Intention of raising Income
tax rates, but treasury sources In-

dicate that programmes for such in-

creases are still in tbe works.

American Motors and
Renault affiliate

DETROIT JAP). — American
Motors Carp, and French automaker
Renault yesterday announced their

long-awaited agreement to affiliate.

Contrary to expectations, they said

they would “study" the plan to

manufacture Renault cars In

America.
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The Licensing Department here should take a eue from Qtiifornia's
Department of Motor Vehicles. Considerable revenue has been rais-

ed there by offering safe drivers the “privilege" of purchasing per-

sonalixed licence plates for only 850. California highways are
cluttered with cars spelling out not only their owners names and
professions, but also His, Hers, 4l<, MVROLLS and SMILE.
Personalized licence plates are especially popular among Los

Angeles' 70.000 former Israelis — a fact obvious to anyone with a
Hebrew background who drives the city’s freeways. Names such as
Avl. Yossl, and Hedva abound, as do phrases such as HASHEM.
B'EMET. YOKED and SHALOM. • Ann Summs

Car optoelectronics
By STl'ART ZIPPER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Having a car that's as smart as a
science-fiction movie spaceship is no
fuo unless it comes with the blinking

lights, numerical readouts, and
other trappings we've come to

associate with modern-day com-
puter technology.
What we're miking about Is.

technically, called "optoelec-
tronics" (optical, such as lights;

electronics, such as computers!.
Car makers have not forgotten

about optoelectronics, and for more
than just exciting looks.

Consider the light bulb, with Its

thin and fragile filament which not

only can burn out. but Is also suscep-

tible to breaking from a good shock,

such as a cur hitting a hard bump.
The answer is a device called the

light-emitting diode (LEDj. which
you can see In a car right now- if you
take a look at the newest model
Volkswagen or several other
manufacturers' offerings.

The LED la, simply, a device that

glows when electricity flows through
It. but it is solid; no filaments burn
out and it is almost totally
shockproof.
Most people are probably familiar

with the LED. The numbers on the

first electronic watches and hand-
held calculators are formed by
groups of LEDs.
The LED will be increasingly used

to replace the "idiot lights" in cars,

but another technology will be used
to show numbers such ns speed,
time, radio station chosen and petrol

level-

The other technology, called LCD
i liquid crystal diode i. consists of us-

ing a material which changes Its

light-transmitting properties when
electricity goes through it. Most re-

cent watches and calculators use it.

but it has one drawback — light has
to come from someu-ere since the
LDC does nol shine itself. Another
optoelectronic device, similar to the

LED. will solve that problem.
Just as the LEDs will replace the

Hghtbulbs with their delicate
filaments, the LCDs will replace
meters, which have equally delicate

moving parts and are also suscepti-

ble to dirt, moisture, and
magnetism.
There will also be “hidden" op-

toelectronic devices in cars in the

1980s. according to leading
researchers — flbreoptlcs — long
filaments of material that transmit
light from one place to another. The
fibreoptics will carry messages, ac-

tually coded bursts of light, to the

microcomputers that every car will

have. They may even carry
messages telling a turn signal, for In-

stance, to start blinking.

The newest thing being worked on,

so new that you can't find them out-

side of laboratories, include a type of

optoelectronic device that could be
laminated on the Inside of an
automobfie windshield.

The future goai? Tne dashboard of

a car — speedometer, tachometer,
clock, gas gauge, even an emergen-
cy message printer — would be visi-

ble without the driver having to look

down at a conventional dashboard.
The safety value of such an arrange-
ment is obvious.

Adding alcohol to petrol

to save on oil imports

M-
Tftistees

AMER1CAN-ISRAEL BANK LTD.

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — By using a car fuel

made up of 60 per cent of petrol and
ten per cent of alcohol the U.S. could
sharply reduce the amount of oil It

imports and also lessen its

dependence on foreign suppliers,

Plncas Jawetz, a consultant on
energy policy, sold here recently.

Jawetz. 43, graduated from the

Hebrew University In 1971 and now
lives In New York. He has appeared
several times before congressional
subcommittees to explain his Ideas.

He Is' also scheduled to lecture to the

UN on the subject.

During his visit here, Jawetz said

that "the Idea, which is not new,
would not cost the American tax-

payer anything and would cost the

car driver only a cent or two more a
gallon." In Brazil car fuel contains

20 per cent alcohol and Is called
"gasohol."
His plan is based on the fact that

some 18 million acres of fertile

American farm land lies Idle each
year, since the government pays the

farmers subsidies not to farm it.

This land can be used to grow corn,
which con be fermented into alcohol.

The subsidies formerly paid to the
farmers would be paid ter the dis-

tilleries.

"Due to the subsidy paid to the dis-

tillery, the cost of a gallon of alcohol i

would be only 00 cents delivered to

the outlet. Today, a gallon of petrol

costs about 40 cents, and adding ten

per cent worth of alcohol, to form
'gasohol,' would raise the price by
only one cent," he said. Moreover,
alcohol would increase the octane of

the gas by three per cent.

Jawetz feels that his plan, despite I

Ford Cortina Britain’s

best-seUing car

LONDON |UPX). — New car sales in

Britain in 1978 totalled 1,691,941, the

highest since the record i,66i,642 in

1978, according to figures Issued by
the Society of Motor Manufacturers

and Traders yesterday.

The 1978 total was slightly below

the forecast of 1.6 million and 20.3

per cent higher than the 1977 total of

1,323,324.

The best-selling car in Britain was
the Ford Cortina, with 139.204 sold,

followed by the Ford Escort (114,-

4i5i and the Morris Marina (82,6381.

Importers took 49,3 per cent of the

market, against 45.4 per cent in the

previous year.

Japanese cars ended the year with
11 per cent of the market, while EEC
countries (excluding Britain) took

32.8 per cent.

Cbmccon countries raised their
share of the market from 1.8 per cent
in 1977 to 2 per cent last year.

its success in Brazil, was stymied in

the U.S. by the vested interests of the
oil companies. Tests have shown
that cars can function "without mak-
ing any changes in the motors” with
up to 25 per cent alcohol.

He admitted that if this plan was
carried out in the U.S., the Arabs
would probably lower the price of oil.

"If this happens, the plan will no
longer be economically feasible, but
motorists would benefit anyway
from the lower price of petrol."

By ERNIE MEYER
Jrru-ialem Foil Reporter

The death toll on our roads was 619
last yea.-. 27 lower than in 1977. when
63d people ft*;; victim to car ac-
cidents. the Central Bureau of
Statistics reported recently.
This decrease o( about four per

cent in fatalities takes on special
significance when it is recalled that
1977 ended with an Increase of four
per cent over 1976.

Added food for thought, however,
is the fact that in the middle of last
year the fatality rate had dropped by
about 20 per cent bclcw that of 1577.
At the end of June 197a only 250 per-
sons had lost their lives on the roads,
compared with 315 by the same date
in 1977.

Since June, however, the positive
gap kept on narrowing, till at year's
end it was down to only 17 lives sav-
ed.

Officials asked to explain these
figures were reluctant to read any
trend into them. In fact, they offered
no explanation. They stressed that
the results may Just be or. "ac-
cident." although some said that the
use of seat belts may have been
responsible for saving some lives.
To complicate the question it must

be borne in mind that the number cf
motor vehicles on the road increases
every year.

Traffic crackdown

starts next month
For the next three months . star-

ting on February l. the police will
conduct a special campaign to catch
offending motorists. The campaign
will be nation-wide, the head of the
traffic department at National
Police Headquarters. Nitsav-Mishne
Shmuel Eogler said.
Police will concentrate on

watching buses and taxis, in addition
to tow trucks, vans and heavy
trucks. In some cases offending
drivers will be brought before
special traffic courts, or their
vehicles may be taken off the road,
N M Bogler said, iltim.i

Can’t stop sidewalk

parking: Shiftman

TEL AVIV. — Deputy-Mayor David
Shlffman said this week he could do
nothing to stop people from parking
their cars on sidewalks.

The city's sidewalks fill up daily

with cars, which block the entrances
to stores and residential buildings.

Tourists and residents sitting at out-

door cafes arc startled when cars
pull up to their tables. Pedestrians

;

are often forced to step Into the
roadway when cars on the sidewalk
leave them no room to pass by.

The municipality has no authority

to deal with such traffic violations.
|

Shiftman explained, because they i

are a government affair. The police
i

doesn't have enough manpower to

deal with the problem, he added.

Kollek, Patt urge
Jewish Qtr. car park
The construction of the first un-

derground parking lot inside the Old
City, at the edge of the Jewish
Quarter, was urged recently by
Mayor Teddy Kollek and Construc-
tion Minister Gideon Patt.

The two men accepted a
recommendation by a government-
municipal panel of experts calling

for the construction of a 830-car gar-
age to serve the needs of the
quarter's residents. Tbe controver-
sial question of whether access
would be by a tunnel under the city

wall, or through a new gate in the

wait, was not touched on by the pan-
el. Kollek, or Patt.

NEW HAIFA BUSES. — Egged
plans to put 50 new buses on the
Haifa city lines and replace 50 old
ones on suburban routes within the
next three months, Haifa Mayor
Arye Gurel was told at a meeting
with Egged and Transport Ministry
officials.

Spare parts representing the equivalent of 120 Peugeot 504 cars are
carried In this Jumbo jet from Lyons to the factory's assembly plant
at Kaduna, Nigeria. To Illustrate the fact the plane at Lyons airport
Is placed in a circle made up of exactly 120 Peugeot passenger cars.

New car insurance policies
By MACABEE DEAN

TEL AVIV, — A vehicle insurance

policy which claims to reduce the

"agony" most drivers must go
through following an accident Is now
offered by the Ayalon insurance
company.
The firm's managing director.

Levy R&hznanl, said recently that

the new type of policy, which would
be "all-inclusive." had been ap-
proved by re-insurers abroad. The
additional premium is IL750 a year.

At present. Rahmani said, after a
car is Involved In an accident, the

driver goes through a lot of trouble

trying to find a towing company will-

ing to come to the spot. If the driver

leaves his damaged vehicle for any
lengthy time, he la likely to return

and find that everything valuable In-

side the car has been stolen, as well

as parts of the car itself.

Once the car is in the garage, most
mechanics will not release it until

the repair hill has been paid, and It

generally takes some time for in-

surance companies to settle the bill.

The new policy aims at changing

all that. Alayon has reached an

agreement with the Shamgar towing

service to take the car to the driver's

own garage (not the nearest onei.

Rahmani promised to look into

complaints that it is almost impossi-

ble to reach Shamgar, since its

phone Is aiwAys busy.

Under the new type of policy the

company sends Its assessors to the

garage to estimate the damage.
I"We are fully aware that many
drivers try to repair damage in-

curred weeks before at the expense

of the policy") . The garage is paid 72

hours after a bill is submitted. And It

the driver’s car is out of commission

for six days or more, Ayalon
provides the policy holder either

with an alternative vehicle or pays

for the cost of renting a car.

"Moreover,” Rahmani promised,

“we do not deduct for depreciation at

all. unless the car is eight years old

or older."
Meanwhile, the Zion Insurance

company Is Issuing a new type of

policy In cases of "total loss", that

is, Jf the car is stolen and never

recovered, or it is so badly damaged
that it Is beyond repair.

Car owners can now Insure their

car according to its "real" worth.

This Is done by pegging Its value to

the currency of its country of origin

— the mark for German cars, sterl-

ing far English cars. etc., or to the

price of the car as determined once a

month on the list published by the

used vehicle dealers.

Moreover, the “determining day"
for setting the value of the car will

not be the day of the theft or the acci-

dent. but the day on which the claim
is settled.

Another complication is the fact
that 1978 ended with an increase of
about seven per cem in the number
of accidents and Injured, which
could lead one to expect a similar
rise in fatalities. Police reported 16,-

900 accidents In which 24,300 people
were injured (about three injured for
every two accidents).
This seven per cent Increase in in-

jured may mean that seat belts sav-
ed the lives of some drivers and front
seat passengers — who without the
belts might have been killed in the
accident which now left them only in-

jured.

The seven per cent Increase In ac-

cidents and injured registered last

year over 1977 itself constitutes an
improvement for that year. In 1977

accidents had gone up 12 per cent
over 1976. while Injuries were up ten

per cent.

But to return to statistics for 1978.

As in other years, about half of all

road fatalities were pedestrians. The
involvement of pedestrians in all

road accidents also remained cons-
tant — about one third of all ac-

cidents.
The spokesman of the Central

Bureau of Statistics also put this

another way. He writes that every 20
accidents involving a pedestrian
resulted In one fatality. In collisions
involving several vehicles or one

vehicle only ic.g. a car crashing into

a tree* it took 32 accidents before one

car occupant was killed.

There are more sad statistics-

Last year over 28.000 motor
vehicles were involved in accidents,

13 per cent more than in 1977. Of
these 26.000 vehicles about half were
private cars, a quarter u-ere com-
mercial vehicles and trucks, and

about 12 per cent were public

vehicles, such as buses and taxis.

The rest were military and police

vehicles. This general breakdown in

the accident Involvement of types of

vehicles was unchanged from
previous years.

35 fatalities this year
A rash of accidents on reads in the

south produced two of yesterday's
grim total of three fatalities and 17
serious injuries.

From Tuesday morning to yester-

day morning statistics collected by
police and Itim show that ir. eight ac-

cidents on southern roads two per-
sons were killed, eight seriously in-

jured and 14 left with what were
described as “medium injuries."
Elsewhere in the country one per-

son was killed and nine seriously in-

jured in eight accidents. Since the
beginning of the year. 35 persons
were killed and TOO injured in more
than 300 accidents. (Itim>

Sonol recently opened Its 109th petrol station In the country. It Is

situated on the Dori Road, which leads from Neve Sha’anan down to
the Checkpost Junction outside Haifa. The station was designed by
architect Alfred Mansfeld and with its suspension roof is a departure
from past models. Sonol director Alfredo Rosenzweig said that in
1978/79 Sonol is spending $5m. on ten new stations and on moder-
nizing 15 others. Most of the money comes from SonoVs parent com-
pany, Belco In the U.S. There had been no drop in sales recently,
Rosenzweig said. This year turnover Is expected to rise to about
EL5b.( up from EL4b. in 1978.

Is it fair that S. African oUm can't

import their right-hand drive cars?
The prohibition of importing cars

with the steering wheel on the right

side is deplored by Herman
Lipschitz of Netanya. a former South
African.
For South African olim this is un-

fortunate. especially in these days
when the cost of a new car in Israel is

so high, he writes. Moreover,
although South African olim are
severely restricted In the amount of
capital they may transfer, they can
bring their cars with them.
The problem facing South Africans

is how to provide for a car and an
apartment here, even if they are
wealthy enough to bring their max-
imum allowance of 534,500 with
them.

In these circumstances it is a pity
that Israeli regulations prevent
South Africans from bringing their

cars with them. According to A. Bar-
Uryan. the director of Vehicle and
Drivers Services in the Licensing
Department, the restriction was
made for safety considerations. Sit-

ting on the wrong side prevents the
driver from having an adequate
view of the road, and this can be es-
pecially dangerous while over-
taking.

This sounds plausible, but isn't In

fact true, because rear and side
mirrors give the right-hand driver
an adequate view of the road. I doubt
whether right-hand driven cars are
more prone to being involved in ac-
cidents.

South Africa has always had a
small percentage of "wrong cars"
on its roads. (So incidentally has
Israel—since tourists are permitted
to bring in their personal cars for
limited periods.)
In England one may buy a car with

the steering wheel on the "wrong
side. In Europe there must be scores
of thousands ot “wrong" cars on the
roads, driven by tourists. The site of

steering is not the problem.
Will Mr. Bar-Uryan be fair and

reveal the statistical evidence on
which "right-hand cars" are banned
in Israel? And if there is no such
evidence, won't he reconsider and
remove the ban on personal cars
which South African olim want to

bring with them? Lipschitz asks.

Michelin to open tire

factory in Egypt
PARIS I API. — The French mul-
tinational tire giant Michelin an-
nounced yesterday it has signed a
lease with the Egyptian government
for a 24-acre (96 dunam) site at
Ameiya. near Alexandria, on which
it plans to build a tire factory.
The plant will cost 350 million

francs rSS2.3m.). employ 1200
workers and produce 288,000 truck
tires and inner tubes annually. Sign-
ing of a final agreement with Egyp-
tian authorities is expected within
the next few months, Michelin said.

Belt Berl Lectures

A guest lecture in English will be given by

Prof. John Kenneth Galbraith
(Harvard University)

on

The Economic Basis

of Social Democracy

on Sunday, January 31, 1979, at 5 p.m., at Belt Berl <near Kfar

Saba).

Details of Prof. Galbraith’s two additional lectures in Israel will

be announced at the Belt Berl lecture.

“Nou- will I bring again the captivity of Jacob, amt have mercy upon the

whole house of Israel.. ”

"When I fcaue brouphf them again from the people, and gathered them

out oftheir enemies’lands, andam sanctified in them in the sight ofmany
nations

“The 7i shall they know that lam the LORD their God, which caused them

to be led into cnpfinli/ amo«p (he heathen: but I have gathered them unto

their own land, nnrf hare left none of (hem any more there,
“

Ezekiel 39:25, 27-28

SHALOM ISRAEL: Jerusalem

Continuing with another 20 Bible

prophecies specifically fulfilled In

the minivie res) oral Jon of Israel in

our day.

A; 13-9: 13 Saturday Evening

{Prayer lii'fori'hiind 1-K.I

Belt HnmAvcsaar tjust south of the

corner of Shlvtei Yisrsel and

Ncvi'im streets i

Tourists especially welcome.

M-illJ Gniiu d fflirlwni i.irirtff*/n>n-
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Danger in the east
THE! CONTINUED focus on the stalemated Egyptian-Israel
peace negotiations has served to deflect public interest from the
ominous developments on Israel's eastern front.
The prophecies about a unified Syrian-Iraqi state spanning

the "fertile crescent" are less important than the possibility of
growing military coordination between the two erstwhile Arab
enemies for a future war against Israel.
The history of Arab unification and federation schemes over

the past quarter of a century has not been a success story.

Barring more convincing evidence to the contrary, therefore,
there is every reason to take the latest talk of a unified Iraq and
Syria with alternating presidents and capitals with the prover-
bial grain of salt.

But the threat of growing Iraqi-Syrian military coordination
is a much more serious matter. While the addition of the PLO to
such a military entente may have little significance, the
possibility of Hussein's Jordan joining in cannot but set off

alarms in Israel.
The first session of a joint Iraqi-Syrian military committee is

scheduled within the next few days, following the return from
Moscow of the Syrian Minister of Defence, Gen. Mustafa Tlass.
This meeting will be followed by the first visit of Iraqi President
Hassan el-Bakr to Damascus.

It is well to remember that both armies have been armed,
supplied and trained by the Soviet Union. In sheer size and
quality of armaments they are at least the equal of the Egyptian
armed forces to Israel's south.
There also have been unconfirmed reports recently of the

possible stationing of Iraqi units on Israel's Golan Heights front.

This probably will not happen so soon. For the Syrians would
probably move very carefully on the matter of positioning Iraqi
troops on their soil.

A much more serious threat — albeit one developing over a
longer period — would "be the gradual build-up by Iraq, Syria
and possibly Jordan of an infrastructure of coordinated roads,
pipelines, bases and standardized army units capable of being
deployed together in the case of a future war. The Soviet in-

volvement in such an effort will deserve close watching.
The possibility of the emergence of such an eastern threat

highlights once again the dilemmas facing Israel in her stance
towards the negotiations with Egypt.
On the one hand, a growing threat in the east would seem to

favour a rapid conclusion of the best agreement possible with
Egypt.
On the other hand, the firming up of the eastern front makes it

more difficult for Israel to make the sort of concessions Sadat
has been demanding on the West Sank.

Thanks to a stubborn woman
IT WAS only the firm insistence of a Jerusalem woman for a
satisfactory police inspection of a booby-trapped car in the cen-

tre of the capital that prevented a catastrophe of major propor-

tions on Tuesday.
Mrs. Helen Stettner was not lulled by the initial cursory police

inspection of the car, in response to her first alarm. She insisted

despite the possible embarrassment, on bringing out the police

sappers for a more convincing check.
Her determination should set an example to all citizens, in

overcoming natural tendencies to complaisance, in the face of

the stepped-up terrorist attacks that are reportedly on the way.
The case of the booby-trapped Mercedes, however, should

also be a warning to the police. The police have been under
great pressure during recent days. Increased reports of

suspected terrorist bombs have come simultaneously with the

need to divert hundreds of men to hunt down the Ramie Prison

escapees.
Battle fatigue, however, is one of the factors that any com-

mander must take into consideration and overcome. The
problem is not with the police sappers, who have been doing a
superhuman job, but with the patrol details. They all too often

display a worrisome nonchalance to citizens’ calls.

It is the responsibility of the police command to insure the

constant alertness of their entire force, especially in such
critical areas as Jerusalem.

POSTSCRIPTS

EVEN SOME of Israel's best friends

occasionally get confused about the

Middle East. When a group of British

Conservative Friends of Israel
recently met Prime Minister
Menahem Begin in his office, one of

the members of the delegation
volunteered to point to Judea and
Samaria on a large map when they

were referred to by the premier. But
he found himself at a loss, pointing to

the Gilead-Moab-Edom mountain
range of Jordan. “No, they're west
of the Jordan River.” said the Prime
Minister, who eventually had to rise

and point to the territories himself as
the pro-Israel Englishman
blushed. J.S.

30-50
Genuine Reduction

On all the latest winter
collections

at all eve & aclam
T fashion shops

at Drugstore No. 1 and in Kfar-Shmaryahu
For men:
single colour shirts by Ted Lapidus.
wealth of colours

Were IL749. now UA49
Ted Lapidus sweaters
Were IL799. now IL499
Francesco-Valentino blazers
Were 1L2890. now IL1999

Free parking at

Dizengoff center

drugstore

. M
Zimet Adv/Snn

Adi Etzlon-Zak (soprano)
Yair KJnut (violin

I

The Jerusalem Khan Israel Broadcasting Authority

Weekly Chamber Music Concert

f
at Jerusalem Khan

Sunday. January 21. 8.30 p.in-

Adi Etzlon-Zak (soprano) Ehud Avlchall (oboe)
Yair KI«*wh (violin) Richard Hoenlff (bassoon)

Sarah Fuaon-Heyman (piano)

PERGOLESI: Cantata "Salve Regina" for soprano, violin, oboe.

: bassoon

MOZART: 1. Divertimento in E flat. K.252, for oboe, bassoon and piano

arranged by Ernest Neuman
2. Cantata for soprano and piano. K.81&
3. Sonata in G major tor piano and violin, K.3CU

Francis POULENC: 1. Sonata for violin and piano

2. Air chants. Text: Jean Moreaa
3. Trio for piano, oboe and bassoon

AREYEH RUBINSTEIN provides a portrait of

MORDECHAI ELGRABLY, an energetic spokesman in

the Knesset for Israel’s “Oriental communities.”
TWO YEARS AGO Mordechai
Elgrably was deputy director of the

Education Ministry's planning
department, and perhaps one Israeli

in a thousand had heard of his name.
Although he barely squeezed into the

Knesset, as number 15 on the list of

the Democratic Movement for

Change, his presence In the House is

very much felt.

After Melr Zorea resigned from
the Knesset last February. Elgrabi
succeeded him in the finance com-
mittee. This was in addition to his

membership in two other com-
mittees. labour and social affairs,

and education. When the DMC split

in August, and Elgrabi stuck with
Tigael Yadin. he was named the
DM’s representative on the coalition

executive.
He is one of the most active

freshmen MKs, and can be counted
on to make a contribution in debates
involving the cultural and
educational gap between
Ashkenazim and Sephardim, the
plight of the underprivileged, and
the state budget.
Even before he was named to the

finance committee, he spoke in the
debate on Simha Ehrlich’s New
Economic Policy, in October 1977.

He opened bis speech by urging the
Prime Minister to bring before the
Knesset a social programme to com-
plement the economic one. "To my
regret." he says, “this has not been
done."
Television viewers may recall his

appearance on the “Law of the Day"
programme last summer, when he
crossed swords with Likud MK
Yitzhak Yitzhaki over the latter's

bill to raise the age of criminal
responsibility for minors from nine
to 13 years.
Yitzhaki held that children under

14 who had committed crimes (even
murder) should be rehabilitated
within the school system, while
Elgrabli argued that the schools
were not equipped for such a task.

Who won the debate is a matter of

opinion, but the bill is now law.
The need to make a living, and

then his political career have kept
Elgrabli from completing his M.A. in

Economics at the Hebrew Universi-

ty. His Knesset speeches are not

dull. He is never wild-eyed, but he
does warm up to his subject when
talking about 12-year-olds who have
not learned to read, or the young peo-
ple who neither work nor study. You
cannot help feeling: Here is someone
who cares!

ELGRABLY got his training for
public life in Oded. the organization
of Moroccan students (and now also

of university graduates), 200 of

whom came on aliya In 1984 with the
specific objective of helping Moroc-
can children in Israel's depressed
neighbourhoods

.

READERS' LETTERS

Mordechai Elgrably (Sunphot)

One of their first projects was to

give 200 children from Jerusalem’s
Katamon quarter help with their

lessons. Another was to teach
Hebrew to mothers in Katamon.
Every Thursday afternoon, the late

Ya’acov Maimon would pick them
up in a truck at the entrance of the
Hebrew University, and then take
them to Katamon.

In addition. Oded promoted aliya

of more students from Morocco,
working as an instrument of the

Jewish Agency, which provided It

with funds and an office. In the

summer of 1966. for instance,
Elgrably went to Paris to recruit the

Moroccan students studying there.

He says his group was Instrumental
in getting 500-600 such students to

settle In Israel, and in contributing to

their absorption.
Oded was so successful, he main-

tains. that the Jewish Agency in 1967

decided to forgo its services and
organized Its own Students’ Authori-

ty, to do the same job on a larger

scale. Elgrably thinks that this was a
mistake.

In any case, the Agency's decision

created a vacuum for the Oded peo-

ple. and it spurred them to spread
out. Up to then, they had been active
only in Jerusalem and Haifa. They
began to organize new branches,
(e.g.. in Beersheba, Ashkelon, and
Ashdod). and by 1973 they were do-

ing their good work in 10 cities.

PBIMITIVITY AND RETARDATION
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — A comment by the chair-
man of Akim (January 9) to the
effect that there are few retarded
persons in “primitive” societies
because the entire society is

"retarded** calls for a response.
On a purely factual level, there is

no such thing as a “primitive" socie-
ty. Beyond “herding sheep." which
Mr. Zalmanov considers the only ex-
pectation of young men in such
societies, so-called “primitive"
cultures involve complex networks
of social relationships within
systems highly adapted to their en-
vironments. They have produced (as
every culture has) a rich body of
belief, myth, legend, poetry,
philosophy, music and literature,

albeit not always in a written form.
To suggest that such societies are
"retarded" is pretentious and
ethnocentric, to say the least.

This Is more than anthropological
nitpicking. The Unking of
“primitivity" and "retardation" has
a long and insidious history in Israel,
beginning with the immigration in

the early 1950s of Jews from
Moslem and other non-Western
countries. The claim that they were
"primitive," and thus unable to cope
with a "modem" society, led to

policies destructive of their
traditional cultures, a process we
now deeply regret for many reasons.
Nor have the children of these Im-

migrants escaped this libel.
“Primitivity' ’ and "retardation" are
closely linked in the ideology of
teunei lipuah. Israel’s version of
"cultural deprivation" theory. Even
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Steimatzky’s

worse, such views commonly colour

the attitudes of teachers towards
their Oriental Jewish pupils. From
my own research on the relationship

of ethnicity and education In Israel . I

have come to believe that the use of

such a thoroughly discredited notion

as "primitivity” in school and socie-

ty has been a major factor In causing
the failure of many children, since it

has erroneously stigmatized them.
Like the outdated term “race."

"primitivity" Is a label which should

be repudiated and abandoned once

and for all.

DR. JEFF HALPBR
Jerusalem.

BALLETFOR
CHILDREN

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — We wish to thank Mrs. A.
Abtzi for the constructive criticism
In her letter of December 29, "Un-
suitable ballets.” We are eager to
know' the reactions of our audiences.
During .the performance, we

ourselves realized that the audience
was far younger than we had been
led to expect, and that the
programme was not suitable. You
may rest assured that, in the future,
we will try to determine exactly the
average age of our expected
audience and will build our
programmes acocordingly.

ANITA ELLIS
Director, Public Relations.
Batsheva Dance CompanyTd Aviv.
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EVEN BEFORE the "crisis" (his

word) with the Jewish Agency, the

group had entered the lists in cam-
paigns for educational and social

reforms (Elgrably) recalls that Dr.

Israel Katz, now Minister of Labour
and Social Welfare, was one of the

first experts who addressed them),
and now they expanded this aspect of

their activity.

When Yadin was hatching his

Democratic Movement in the fall of

1976, Elgrably was one of the

original "77’’ who pledged his sup-

port. and Oded Joined en masse, be-

ing the first organized group to do so.

"TVe hoped that in a party that
would choose its Knesset candidates
democratically, development towns
and the Oriental communities would
get the representation denied them
by parties whose candidates were
chosen by nomination committees."
Elgrably says.
Then came the shock. The internal

elections of the DMC did not put a
single Oded candidate among the
first 10. And only the optimists con-
sidered Elgrably. in 15th place, sure
of election.

What did those results signify with
respect to the DMC’s real concern
about narrowing the social gap?
That was the big question the Oded
group asked itself. After a few weeks
of agonizing, they decided not to bolt.

Elgprably was elected, but he con-
fesses that he feels “quite isolated"

in his Knesset faction. Even though
the DMC platform highlighted social

reform, "the fact is that for the 15

deputies it sent to the Knesset, this

was not the problem."

THIS EXPLAINS why so little has
actually been done (although there
are plans and programmes In the
works) by the Likud government to

narrow the social and educational

gap.
“The Agudat Yisrael faction,

though it numbers only four, has
been so effective in realizing its ob-~

Jectlves because It is united, and Its

threat to leave the coalition means
something,“ Elgrably says. But the

MKs who share his views on the
order of priorities are scattered over
different factions — he singles out
Yitzhaki and Moshe Katsav, both of

the Likud, for special mention.
“What effect would it have if ice

threatened to quit the coalition?"

If the DM in the next elections

elects six candidates who are really

bent on effecting social and
educational reform, then we can ex-
pect some action in this area,
Elgrably said. He denies that
number is unrealistic.

"Who would have predicted that
Eli Dayan, an Oded man. would have
been elected mayor of Ashkelon?"
Elgrably counters. "And don’t'forget
that he ran against two Reserve
Brigadiers."

THE RIGHT
TO KNOW

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — In her article, "In defence
of the right not to know” (December
20) Eleanor Harris is only Interested
in the welfare of sweet little old
ladies who are made to suffer by
their sons and daughters who tell

them of their homosexuality. Ms.
Harris asks them to hide this very
important and influential part of
their lives, even from the people they
feel moat close to.

Friends here in Israel tell me very
proudly about their having come out
of the closet (knowing you are gay
and living up to it) into which they
had been forced by these sweet little

old ladies. However, they have only
exchanged their small closet for a
slightly larger one and must be very
careful that only other gays will
know they are gay.
Friends here in Israel tell me that

they can’t tell thefr parents and
relatives that they are homosexuals,
as they wouldn’t be accepted
anymore. Their heterosexual friends
would reject them and they might
lose their job.

Theonly way out of this situation Is

to change the public view on
homosexuality. The best way to start
is to tell those in your close environ-
ment —- i.e., your parents, family
and friends — that you're gay. It

won’t he easy. It will take courage.
You can be hurt and left alone. It is

only the first step towards general
acceptance. The second step is to
change the ridiculous law on the sub-
ject.

Tel Aviv. THEO VAN OS

PENFRIENDS
WILLIAM DRUID RISOR of Rt. 1,

Box 259, Salem, Missouri 65560, lives
on a farm and is a devout Christian.
As an admirer of the Jewish people,
he wants an Israeli penfriend In
order to learn more about us.

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How?
By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two
Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

Have a good journey.

Shalom.
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The DM’s goal in the next election

must be to send to the Knesset
representatives of the new genera-

tion of the Oriental communities
from development towns i "to elect

more men like me" my notes say).

And the party is in fact training such
people who are now serving on local

councils in places like Beersheba
and Ashdod, Elgrably says.
But he does not fool himself. What

is accomplished in the remainder of

the Ninth Knesset's term by the

three DM ministers in their respec-
tive areas, he says, “can show that

we are carrying out our campaign
promises and thus restore public

confidence in the Democratic
Movement."

ONE OF ELGRABLY’S most effeo-

tive speeches was made In
November 1977. when he opened a
three-hour debate on "marginal"
youth — those who neither work nor
study. There were 15,000 such youth,

he said, and he blamed their plight

on the school system, for not having
given them due attention in good
time.
The first two years of school are

crucial, Elgrably says. No child
should finish second grade without
learning to read and write. If we let

him do so. we sow the seeds for his

future failure. Better to invest IL5,-

000 a year in a 7-year-old “on the
margin" than wait till he's 14 and
then spend IL20,000 a year on him for
youth probation officers and prison.
Elgrably gives an example of what

can be done even at a later age. Last
Peasah, he says, Oded gathered two

M
m
!

groups of I2th-gradqfs whjj

teachers felt they had.no chance
passing their matriculation e

'

They underwent two weeks of

sive study, one group at the Hrv'

University and the other at

Gurion University of the Negev.

Ing in the vacant student h

—

each campus.
Practically all of them

their matrics, Elgrably say*
very atmosphere of the unlVi

dispelled the feeling many;lj
brought with them that “unlvei’

is not for us." and the inoHvi

that gave them pushed them o

top. Kia

That is why he was incensed!

statement by former chief o£

Mordechai Gur last May to the

that it would take "many year
Oriental Jews to reach the

where they could become setilot:

ficers. and attributing this

“mentality."
Even if Gur had the best'

tions. he should have choii

words more carefully, 151^

says. Gur should have known tfu

such remarks could only serve

perpetuate a sense of Inferiority

the part of Oriental youth-."

himself has done research -pm?!

that under identical condit'

Ashkenazi and Sephardi, ckdj

have equal achievement. ;
jV‘ -

"What Gur should have saitfigffii

some children grow up undeniocti!

conditions that do not en&bjejta&b
develop their potential; NowfiSfJaj

joined the Labour Party. .fffiBjp
will help us try to lmprove|^«§
ditions." llplDi

PREVENTION OF SMOKING
:

.. .*!-ivaS|

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I read with interest and dis-

may your recent article "Life gone
up in smoke." I wonder If. through
the courtesy of The Jerusalem Post

,

it would be possible to get the
answers to some questions which
come to mind when reading this

column:
1 . What is being done by the I.D.F.

in the way of education to discourage
soldiers from smoking?

2. What is being done by the
Ministry of Education lor Health) to
inform schoolchildren about the
dangers of smoking?

3. What is being done by the
Ministry of Justice to protect the
health of Israeli citizens? Is any
legislation being planned to outlaw
cigarette advertisements in the
media? What is the explanation for

the strange fact that great efforts

and large amounts of money are be-
ing spent to prevent people from us-
ing drugs like hashish, whilst at the
same time nothing is being done to
limit the use of tobacco when it is a
well-known fact that the health
hazards are statistically proven
much graver from tobacco?

Z. AHARQNI
Tel Aviv.

The Ministry of Health replies:
The Ministry of Health fights

smoking In specific frameworks,
such as the prevention of heart dis-
ease. information for pregnant
women, health education
programmes in schools, etc. Some of
these projects are already being
carried out and others are in the
planning stage.
The Israel Cancer Society has un-

dertaken to coordinate the fight
against smoking and this year, it in-
creased the budget and manpower it

allocates to activities involving the
prevention of smoking, information
on the subject, treatment, advisory
centres, supportive groups for ex-
smokers, etc.

A law to curb smoking, j8|
tisexnents was submitted to:t

Knesset in 1973, passed i'

reading and was sent to the-J?u

Services Committee, where it

buried.
The Director-General

Ministry of Health has decided

reactivate consideration of tfif
M

with the aim of forbidding.tb
and cigarette advertisement^
smoking In public places and
requiring the Inclusion of aw,
tag on every box of cigarette
tobacco Indicating its t

nicotine contents.
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Emergency
First Aid Services
are available round-
the-clock at all Magen
David Adorn stations iji

Israel. Direction signs
show the red Star of
David on a white
background.

To Tour
the Central Blood Bank
in Jaffa or visit Magen
David Adorn stations,
phone MD A Head-
quarters. Tel Aviv at
(03)36222 between 8.30
fi.m. and 1.00 p.m.

Visitors are welcome

From eighteenth-cento"1 -

come these Hassidic.
shining array of stories

the golden mountain or

legend. .' y,‘

In these tales the Hassfcfo

lives again, in a colour

plexity of plot that rival tty

Nights, yet in a beautec"
ty of folk art that strike


